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Abstract
RETA IN] I I\] G VOLUNTEERS

NANCY A. HUDSOI{

-X_fhesis
T.eade rchi p

Applicadon Project

Non-thesis (h,{L597) Project
Thns studv investigates what initially modvates a volunteer and

constant over time or

if it

if

this modvadon remains

changes. Using a modified Volunteer Funcdons

Invento{',

volunteers in a human service organizadon were questioned to determine their initial
motivation and why th.y either remain acdve .rolunteers or no longer volunteer.
Volunteers have always been a component of the American culture. From the h'Iinutemen

of the American Revolution to
success

todav's volunteer fuemen, r.,olunteers are vital

to the

of many org nlzations and programs. Recruiting volunteers can be as easy as

"asking them",

but oflce

volunteers are recruited and trarned, how does an

organization insure therr ongoing assistance? Leaders

lfl

agencies dependent on

volunteers to fulfill the mrssion can be aided rn their efforts by understanding how best

to recruit volunteers. Additionalll,, the leader c

rL

pror.'rde volunteers

with a successfirl

volunteer expenence, allouring volunteers to reach personal monvational goals.
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INTRODUCTION

Volunteers have alwavs been among Amedca's greatest assets. The l\'Iinutemen, rvho

fought and died at a moment's nodce, set the ptecedent fot volunteers and helped firlfill the
dream of what Amedca could be. lffihen President Geotge H. Bush made his call for

a

"thousand points of lighg" he reminded us that thtoughout out history, America has depended
on volunteers to stand in the gap.

Alexis de Tocqueville said that Americans showed their dedication to the princrples of
freedom by widespread volunteering. He concluded that "a thrioitg civil society" and "good
democratic habits" ate the results of volunteeri"s (Wilson and lMusick, 1999).

In his inaugural speech, President George W. Bush called the nation to demonstrate

a

"spirit of citizenrhip" a spirit that "no goveflrment program cafl replace." Quoting N{other
Theresa, President Bush said, "Everv day we are called to do small things with gteat

love."'He

condnued, "the most important tasks of a democracv are done by evervone."

In November of 2001, President Bush ,*i,".r,.a his call to the American people "by
making a commitrnent to service in our own communiries." He encouraged and challenged all
Americafls to demonstrate their faith in their country and their fellow mafl by asking each

of

us to sefi,'e as volunteers, making a positive difference in Amenca and in the wodd.

Across America, volunteers carry out the mrssion of numerous not-for-profit agencies,

political groups and community organizations. Churches are dependent on volunteers in all
areas

of ministry. Candidates for office use volunteers to communicate the message of their

campaign. Many orgatTuza;tions in every community, from the Lions Club to the

Lttle

League,

are dependent on volunteers to cany out their programs.

Dmcket, (1990) believes the old neighbothood and communitjes no longer exist in
American culrure, but the need to feel valuable and vital to others is an importanr part of the
Amedcan expetience and of the human experience. "Community is a phenomenon that occurs
most easily when free people with sorne seflse of equal worth joimng together voluntarily for

a

comrnofl enterprise" (Pinchot, 1996, pg. 28).
Working as unpaid staff or "quasi-volunteers" for a flon-profit institution gives people
a seflse

of community. Changrng urdividuals and society is the most important rvork a non-

ptofit agency does. The focus of the leader is to set the mission and arange for frrlfilling that
mission, but it must be a laudable mission. The leader is accountable for the results, and must
ask

if the organization

is being a "faithful steward" of the talents and potential entrusted to its

care. This includes not just the clients, but the volunteers.

The year 2001 was named the "Intemational Year of Volunteers-The Year that
Changed the World" by the United hJations. To celebrate this event, GovernorJesse Venrura,

of Minnesota, urged people to nominate individuals or groups for the annual Acts of I(indness
Govemor's Sen ices Citizen Award. According to the Ivlinnesota Office of Citizenstup and
Volunteet Services @{OC\IS), sixq,-six percent of all Minnesota citizens, 18 vears and older,
volunteet. Their labor is valued at $15.40 an hour. These 2.3 mitlion people work at the
grassroots level making a dtfference in the lives of their neighbors and theu communides.

Who are these volunteers? Thev are indrviduals who ..just want to make a difference,,
or who "believe" in a project so much, th.y are rvilling to contribute their time and themselves

to see it succeed. On September 22,20A2, at a Convoy of Hope in h{oline, Illinois,

a

volunteer

said, "The biggest thing about volunteenng is just knowing that you've helped other people."
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Th.y are all ages and all races, but together they ate making

a difference

in their hometown,

commurrit!, state and nation. These thousands light up the nadon with their passion and their
compassion, with their dedication and their determinadon and with their sacrifice and their
selflessness.

Volunteers choose to use their time ot talents for ''t'adous reasons. Thev choose senrice

in different organizadons for different reasons. They may want to selve in afl atea where they
have expertise and can use that expettise to benefit others, or they may serve in an atea where

th"y can leam and pracdce new skills. Whatever the motivation of the volunteer, it tesults in
benefits fot both the senred and the serwer.
Tra:nrng volunteers is an imporAnt step in their development and rn maintaining th"
level of service desired by any gtoup using volunteets. Dependrng on the job done by the

volunteer, the amount and time of training will vary. With that variance comes expense,
because though the labor is free, the ttaining and tools to do the wotk come with a pdce ag.

Organtzadons need to evaluate the true cost of every purchase, including the training of their

non-paid employees. The time and money necessary to repeatedlv ftam volunteers, due to high
turnover, soon loses its cost effectiveness and becomes a drain on the organization, tathet than
an asset. For economic reasons alone,

it is important to retain volunteers

as

long as possible.

The leadership of organizadons, dependent on volunteer assistance, needs to identiS,
what modvates people to volunteer and what keeps them modvated. Because the cost of
training must be factored into the budget, retendon of volunteers is

as

important as the irutial

recruitment. The retendon of volunteers raises the followrng questions, which this papet will
attempt to answer"

'

W'hat induces people to volunteer initially?

3
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Does the original modvadon remain the same durtng the course of

a

volunteer's

experience?
Can a leader use an individual's motivation to keep them rvilLng to continue to volunteet?

Does the way an organization shows its appreciation to

a

volunteer influence the volunteer

to condnue to serve?
T

Is

it easier to retain a volunteer if the programs they commit to are shorter?

Is there any relationship betureen motivation and how a petson views the value of his or
her work as a volunteer?

4
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LITERATURE REVIEW

There have been many studies on volunteets and their impact on sociefi. This includes
the dollar benefits derived ftom volunteer labor versus paylng for a service. The communiq'
benefits from volunteer service whether in a time of crisis like hurricanes and floods, or in

long-term community outreach projects, such as blood drives or tutoring pro$ams. !ililson
(2000) notes that "volunteerism is typicall,v proacdve" afld "entails some commitrnent of time

and effort" (pg. 215).In 1998, the Gallup Orgaruzauon sunrey of volunteer activitv by
Amedcans reported that 56 percent of those surveyed volunteered in the past year
(Independent Sector,2001). Anheier and Salamon (1999) wr{te,'T'olunteers are part of the
social glue that holds modern sociedes together" (pg. 56). S{fhy do so manv Americans donate

their dme, talent and energy to organizadons in their communities?
Volunteers

Marx (1999) defines volunteering

as "actual

work in formal senrice orgafltzations to

help others for no monetary pay" (pg. 56). Freeman (1997) defines volunteer actir,'rtv

performed without monetary recompense, but he also suggests that voluntee".g i,

as

work

;

"conscience good or activiw'which someone does onlv when requested to help"'(pg.

tal).

lWilson (2000) considers volunteering as anv activitl in which rime is grven freely, is helprng
behavior and requires more comrnitrnent than spontaneous assistance, but is not as broad

as

the care provided to family and friends. Wilson's definition includes people who elect to work

in poorly prid jobs because they wish "to do good" (pS" 215). For the purpose of this paper,
volunteer is a person who uses his dme, talents or energy without financial remuneration.
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Hodgkinson & Weitzman (1992) note that people who volunteer tend to have more
"human capital such as income, occupational standing, propetry*, and educad.on" (pg. 59).
Wilson (2000) believes that the age, gender and race differences generallv seen in volunteers
are accounted

fot by diffetences in self-understand.ing, human capital and social resources.

This "human capital" means that people feel th.y not only have a greater stake in the
community, but th"y also have the resources necessary..vhich volunteering often demands.
\'lflho Volunteers?

The Independent Sector's Giaingand Volunteeingin the United States (2001), synthesrzes
the figutes ftom the 2000 Gallup PolI regarding people who volunteer rn formal settings. It is

difficult to compare these numbers to earlier reports since the age of adults for 2001 was
changed from eighteen to tweflty-one. The Gallup Survey also showed there were no major

diffetences in the number of houts volunteered based on youth expedences, religrous
attendance, household g..ing pafferns, age category, gender, r^cq or ethnicity. The forw-four

perceflt of the adults who volunteer represents

a

workforce equivalent of over nine million

full-time employees at a value of 239 billion dollats. The estimated value of these r,'olunteers is
$15.40 per hour.

Burke

& Lindsay

(1985) describe what thev call a "vanishing species"(pg. 101).

It used to be that the rypical volunteer was a middle-class housewife
who had no other job and perceived her volunteer work as a leisute
acuvity which rnight enable her to get out of the house, meet people,
increase her self-esteem bv making her feel that she was 'doing good,'

or increase her social stanrs. (pg. 101)
$7'hat are the characteristics

of todav's volunteers?
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The Independent Sectot's Ciuing and Volunteeing in tbe United States (2001), synthesizes
the figutes ftom the 2000 Gallup Poll regarding people who volunteer rn formal sertings. Their
evaluation of the gender qualities of those polled by Gallup found that forty-six percent

of

women volunteer compared with forty-two perceflt of men who volunteer. Wilson (2000)
notes that among younger people, 'womefl were more Iikely to volunteer than men were, but
the pattern is reversed among older people.
The teasons for volunteering ate also different between the sexes. N{arx (1999) states

that female volunteers indicated that they volunteered for psychosocial reasons. Womefl are
mote likely to volunteer based on altruism and empathy, because th"y anach value to helprng
others. In addition, women feel guiltier when th.y have not beefl compassionate and they feel
they are expected to care for the personal and emotional needs of others. Wilson (2000) goes
on to state that "women see their volunteer work as an extension of theit roles as urives and

mothers" (pg. 222). Conversely, men are more likely to have the kind of work experience,
resoutces and education that provides the skills on which volunteering depends flflilson,
2000). Men

b.irg urith them more human capital and women bring more social resources to

the volunteer expedence.

Gender not only contributes to horv much volunteering an indir.idual does, but it also
contdbutes to the rype of volunteet work done flWilson, 2000). Women are "steered" toward
rvomen's work, more of the caring, person-to-person tasks and less of the public or leadership
tasks of an organtzation. "This pattem does not vary by country, race or age gtoup" flWilson,

2000, pg. 222).Ir{en generally see their volunteer work as "complementary to their real work"
flWilson, 2000, pg.222).
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Gender ptoved to be a factor among the younger volunteers, also. Wilson (2000)

found that young womefl u/ere more likely to volunteer with friends because thev r,'ierv
volunteering as a social activity and as away to link with their existing ftiendships. This is

different fot the young men who are more likely to look for volunteer oppornrnities on their
own, u/ith the prospect of making friends.

As
The Independent Sector's (2001) evaluation of the ages of volunteers noted that it is

difficult to compate the numbets to earlier reports, since the age of adults for 2001 changed
ftom eighteen to twenty-one. The current numbers show that 44 percent of all adults over the
age

of h#enty-one volunteer an zverage of 24 hours a month.
Wilson (2000) believes that people of different ages have different outlooks on life,

which may change their attitude toward volunteering. Volunteering actiriry tends to fall during
the transition ftom adolescence to young adulthood and reaches a peak rn middle age, One
excepdon to this pattern is rn high-nsk volunteering, wluch tends to attracr vounger people. He
goes on to cite the exchange theory

of motivation

as a reason that red.rees

return to the

volunteer force for the benefits they believe they will receive. However, Caro & Bass's study of
post-retirement volunteering (as cited in Wilson, 2000), found that retirement does not draw
more volunteers. Renrement only increases the number of hours worked by those already
volunteering.

The Independent Sector (2000) notes that the peak age for volunteering is for those
aged 55-64. The lowest level of volunteenng was for people over the age of seventy-five. Marx
(1999) states that the strongest influence on volunteer acdviqv for people over slxty years
age is

their overall activitv level, educadonal achievemeflt and life satisfaction. In addition,

I
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Chambre & Walsh (as cited in Marx, 1999) found that for people aged sixty-five or oldet

volunteering depended on ther health and income.
Education
Wilson (2000) writes that the level of education is the most consistent predictor of
volunteering. Quoting Brady, Wilson (2000) writes, "Educad.on boosts rrolunteering because it
heightens awareness of problems, increases empathy, and builds self-confidence" (pg. 221).
Educated people also belong to more organizadons, which increases the likelihood that th.y

will be asked to volunteer and they brrng more civic skills equlppmg them fot service.
'Wilson (2000).
Education is the largest determinant of human capital according to
Minnesota

The 2001 Fact Sheet on Volunteedsm distributed by the N{OCVS has the latest
statistics available on Minnesota volunteers and where th*y give their time. The soutce

for

these numbers comes from Giving and Volunteering in the United States, 1999 Edition,

ftom

the Independent Sector and is based on the 1998 Gallup Surwey. These figutes represent adults

fiom the age of eighteen and not twentv-one. In Minnesota, 66 percent of all adults volunteer
and 59 perceflt of the youth volunteer. IUost l\{innesota citizens say they voluflteer

"informally"

i, their neighborhood. Religious affiliated

orgaflizations are the next highest to

benefit from volunteers with 65 percent. Fifw-seven percent of all Minnesota volunteers work
at school or educational activities. Forty-one percent volunteer for social services such
lVIeals on \)flheels,

as

4-H or scoudng. These percentages decrease ftom 36 percent who volunteer

through work; 25 percent in health related organizations; 22 percent in park and recteadon
areas; 20 percent

for citizen acdon, 18 percent for communir,v or political campaigns and 12

percent who volunteer in the arts.
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The 2001 Fact Sheet O,[OCVS) also records the ].Jational Youth Volunteer Statistics.
This report shows that 59 percent or 13.3 million vouth betr.veen the ages of 72-77 volunteer
3.5 houts a week, the same numbet as the adults

the formal volunteers u/as 7.7 brlhon dollars.

for that vear. Their esdmated dollar value for

Of the students who volunteered, over tfuee

fourths of them volunteered because they attended a school that encouraged community
serwice. Twenry-six percent

of those schools requrred communiw service, and 16 percent

required volunteer sen ice before allowing the student to gmduate.

Whv Volunteer?
Befote delving into motivation and motivational theories, what are the reasofls given
by the volunteers themselves for why th.y choose to volunteer? Though there are mafly

-reasons

for volunteering, the most frequent reason given is personal urr,rtation by a person

th*y knew or respected. Tlus invitation is usually at an organization where th*y or a family
member had benefited @akatsa, Anka & Lea,2000; Ellis, 7996, Freeman 1997,Wilson
2000). Volunteering is also a way to express personal rehgious beliefs. Other reasons glven

for volunteering ate to gain job or skills traimng, or for the psvchological benefit, the
volunteer receives.

In the Gallup Survev of 1984, 44 percent of the respondents said they volunteered
because someofle asked, making this the single most important reason grvefl for volunteering.

The 2001 sur-\rey from the Independent Sector reports that fift1, percent of all people surveyed
were asked to volunteer. Of this group, 63 percent became r.olunteers. Of the fifty percent not
asked to volunteer, only 25 percent became volunteers.

In

1999 the Princeton

Youth Survey concluded, "Direct recruitment works, passive

recruitment does flot" both with youth ages 15-29 and adults over 30. Freeman (1997) also
notes that direct recruitment works best. However, he interprets this phenomenon, as people

10

who have volunteered in the past are more likely to be asked and to respond again. Those
who have consistently refused will cease to be ,rU.O.
Moore (1985) discusses the importance of motivadon in any wotk setting, but in

a

volunteer setting it can be more difficult to keep someone inspired because of the absence of
mofletary incentive. It would be nice to think that people volunteer for purelv altruistic
reasofls, but this is seldom the realit1,. His list of reasofls why people volunteer parallels that

found in many studies and in the brochures of countless not-for*profit organizations.

'

Feeling of accomplishment.

' Job I love doing.
I I way of being thankfrrl for energy and to do something

extra.

I ,\ way to meet people.
r

To keep acdve. (pgs. Z-3)

Ellis (1986) believes that volunteer programs languish from a lack of expectations
and limited vision that prohibits volunteers from achieving their fullest impact or

productivity. She believes that what works well in the workplace, may work rvell in

a

volunteer organization, but that leaders must also attend to the motivation of the volunteers.
These motivating factors include rvork or dme to work, positive rvorking envitonment and

recogrution. A1l workers will respond to these mouvaulg factors, but volunteers have the

option to discontinue their voluntary contribution if these factors are mrssing. Elhs even
suggests that

it may be better to treat salaned staff as if they u.,ere volunteers.

An "and.-motivating" factor which Ellis (1986)

discusses is the often unexpressed

culture of an agency whose undedving atdrude is, "we don't have enough resources, so are
forced to rely on volunteers" (pS S) This attinrde makes volunteers a secondary choice, and

11
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often that attitude is implied by the acdons of the p^id staff. She concludes that modvating
through approval is the best wav to insure both good employees and volunteers.

Marx (1999) offets

a temedy

to the anti-motivation factor. Using volunteers should

enhance the work of the professional in afly agency" Volunteers can seftre as intermediaries

bettreen ptofessionals and clients, can extend the work of the professional organizad,ons,
humanize the work, and serve as advocates in the community.

H"

also suggests that bv

keeping the volunteers informed about the positive outcomes of ageflcy service, the,v will be
more wilhng to condnue their service.

Motivation is much more complex than it may seem, especiallv at fust blush and
especially in volunteers. Pure altruism is seldom the pdmary motivation of anvone, though

rnitially that may be the reasofl grven. A volunteer brings multiple motivations with him when
he begins to senre. Each volunteer likes to think that helping others is their primary

motivation. This sounds admirable and each of us wants to think that we are "giving" people.

Although altruism may be part of what motivates a person to voluflteer, that is not
the only source of motivation. Bakatsa, Anka

& Lea (2000) studied volunteers to discover

if

"iob satisfaction" in volunteers can be translated to job satisfactron in employees. Their
premise is that it is

"in everyone's interest for volunteers to feel satisfied b1'rvhat they

are

doing" (pS. t).
The Minneapolis Aquatennial has used volunteers since it began rn 1940. A recent
srudy of the 400 plus volunteers reported these frndings rvhen they were asked

*hy th.y

volunteered. The results of this srudy were posted on the Aquatennial website rn the order
the number of responses.

t

Have fun.

I

Meet new people and make friends.
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r

Leadetship development.

r

Professional relationship building/nenvorkrng.

'
r

Personal growth and professional development.

r

Rewarding oppothrnity to contribute back to our community.

Personal satisfaction.

These reasons or similat ones echo in almost eveiy article on modvation and

volunteers (Brie{ 1998; Ellis, 1996; Luks, 1988; Moore 1985, }Jelton, 1988, $7ilson, 1976).

Though the list seems simple enough, the undedfrs motivation is more complicated. Ir{oore
(1985) notes fhat most people volunteer for a rnixnrre of reasons, and to discover those
reasons can make the volunteer experience more positive for everyone invoh,ed. Bakatsa,

Anka & Lea (2000) found that there was a Iarge difference betrveen the younger and older
volunteers. They discovered that the age and education along with what they called "'sen ice
modvad.on'-the desire to help others" had the biggest influence on job satisfaction of the
volunteers (pg.2).

The 1998 Gallup Survey as repotted by the Independent Sector glves the following
reasons for volunteering and the percentage of vouth volunteers who gave these ans'wers.

'
t

67 percent were acdve

in student government.

65 percent have volunteered before.

t

64 percent parents volunteered when thel' were young.

'

61 percent have belonged to a youth group.

'
t

59 percent acdve in religious group.
56 percent rvanted to make a sigruficant change

in society.

t

56 percent sau/ someone they adrnired helprng another.

'

53 percent were helped by others in the past.
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r

53 percent saw someone in their family helping others.

Motivation is generally an intdnsic essence. It is almost impossible to modvate or lead
another person against their will (ferry, 2000). Understanding what motivates any individual
and then apping into that motivation is necessarv before a leader s2n u''lize the gifts that

volunteet brings to

an

organtzauon.

A

necess

ry"p^rtof understanding

motivation is

recognizing that the volunteer has expectations for himself. He wants to know
expectations will

6. lsalized rn the volunteer

a

if his

capacity he is seeking.

Hampton, Summer & Webber, (as cited in Wilson 1976),write, 'lWhen people come
to wotk in otganizadons they do not come 'empty handed"' but b.irg needs and motives
"r.vhich predispose them to release their eflergy ot behave in particular ways-ways which
seem to them likely to satisfiz theit needs" (pS. a2). Fot this reason, it is rmportant to

understand why people do the things they do.

Motivation
IUotivation is a complex process. Experts have no accepted definition of modvadon,
but accordrng to Moore (1985), most of them agree on five charactedstics of the nature of
motivation. The first of these is that modvadon is goal-directed and has a purpose. Another
characterj.stic of motivation is a petsonal component, which depends on horv the person was
raised, their energy level, horv thev are treated and their state of need. Motivauon can also be a

"goal feedback" process, allowing the person to move tfuough a time of personal confusion by

gring them

a sense

of purpose.

A foutth characteristic of mouvation is that motives

can not be seen, only inferred.

Jeremiah, th* Old Testament prophet noted this phenomeflon some where around 600 BC,
when he wrote, "The heart is deceitfrrl above all th:ngs and beyond cure. \Mho can understand
it?" Jeremiah 1,7:9. Observation alone will not disclose a person's monvation, because the
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person herself may not know her tn"re motivation. Schein (1980) writing on modvation and
effectiveness mendons that there are many myths and misconceptions about motivation. He
concludes,

"it has been parucularly difficult to resist

the temptation to infer modves from

obserwed orgafitzational behavior" (pg. 98).

The fifth concept, agteed upon by those who study motivation, is that cultual
vanations may moderate the modes of expression. This is especially important to note when

working rn a multicultural situation, where it may be necessaly to find sources of motivation
outside the expectation of a leader who does not belong to that cultural Soup.

Wilson (2000) identifies modves

as an essential organizing fearure that people use

every day of their lives. Each of us attributes modves to ourselves and to others, rvhich serve

to validate, challenge, strengthen ot weaken oru commitrrrents. Volunteedng does not mean
that the volunteer should not benefit from his wotk. The benefit could be a material reward,
but having their motivation validated and feeling successful in their wotk can be iust

as

valuable as finances. Bakatsa, Anka & Lea (2000) speak of the "quasi-volunteer" rvho willingly
eams less rn a job where she feels as if she is making a difference. Uke'Wilson,

th.y tecognize

that finances are not the motivating factot for the "quasi-volunteet."

Motivation Theones
"Nfodvadon theory tries to explain rvhat'inidates' behavior and what determines the
direction and persistence of behavior Pawle41.973, pg. 93). Sociologists regard motivations
predisposdons, wluch consdtute action, are part of what give meaning to life and help shape

behavior flWilson, 2000). Schein (1980) had this to say about motivation:

The ulrimate modvator for human adults, therefore, can be
thought of as the need to maintain and develop one's self-

concept and one's self-esteem. We
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do things which

zre

as

consistent urith how we see ourselves; we avoid things which
are inconsistent with how u/e see ourseh,es; we strive

to

feel

good about ourselves, and we avoid siruanons rvhich make us
feel bad about outselves. (pgs. 77-78).

What rnotivates people to achieve their goals and to maintain their self-concept? There
are myriad motivauon theones. Iv{oore (1985) and Schram (1985) grve an in-depth look at
many of them. \)flhile the list of motivation theodes is long, it is also interesring to note that
each one does represent one

of the five

characteristics

of motivation on which the experts

agree.

Goal-Settins Theon,

Locke (as cited by lv{oore, 1985), developed a comprehensive theory of motivauon.
His research indicates that three major things contdbute to successfrrl goal setting and how
they telate to modvadon. They are:

'

The more difficult the goal wittun limrts the higher the level of perforrnance
achieved.

r

The more specific the goal, the more positive the effect on perfoffnance.

t

Goal acceptance is positivelv related to performance torn ard the achievement of that
goal (pg. 8).
'*Mafl's purpose finds expression in achievrng rndrvidual goals" ftIughes, cited by

Wilson, 1,976, pg. 79). The success of this motivation theon'in volunteer organizadons results

from the volunteer's abilitv to set self-modr.rting goals, rather than attempbng to frrlfrll some
vague or ill-defined role establshed by the organization. As noted earlier, goal setting is one

the five characterisucs that modvadon experts

^gree

(N{oore, 1985).
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on as part of the nanrre of modvadon

of

The weakness of this theory is if

a

volunteer is motivated bv goals, lack of them will

reduce the motivadon or the level of performaflce for a volunteer. This agrees rvith Ellis's
(1986) belief that lack of expectations prohibits volunteers ftom reaching their potential.

Exoectancv Theorv

The expectancy theorv rests on what the person "expects" urill happen because of their
behaviot. This motivation combines the strength of expectation on an outcome, as the tesult

of behavior, with the personal value an individual attaches to that outcome. Pinder (1985)

-

referring to Vroom's theory writes that it "assumes that people's behavior tesults from
conscious choices among altematives, and that these choices ate based on their beliefs and

attitudes" (pg. 61). Vroom called expectaflcy an "action-outcome" associadon people make
representing theu strength of belief that they urill accomplish what they want to accomplish.

"The higher
her to try

a person's expectancv concerning afl event, the sttonger is the

it" finder

force motivating

1985, pg. 66).

A problem with this theory is that if the expectation or the value is low, the resulting
motivation will be low. This is also a difficult mouvation for a leader to use, since the
expectations are totally in the heart of the volunteer P{oore, 1985). Therefore, this theory can
only be seen by the behavior exhibited, but can not be inferred. However,

if

a leader is

watchful of how the volunteer acts, and listens to ,rvhat the volunteer says, it should be possible

to discem thefu expectation, and help them achieve their goal.
Altruism
Altruism is a selfless regard for the well being of others and is often the fust reason
people give when asked

*hy thev voluflteer

(Independent Sector, 2001; Marx, 1999).

Stephenson (2000) refers to altruistic people as "humarutarians," who have a self-less desire to

help others. Luks (1988) found that the volunteer often teceives benefits that he never

1l

expected. However, the "feel-good" sensation derived from volunteering onl.v occurred rvhen
the volunteer was in contact with the person he rvas assisting. Although the pleasure

of

volunteeting could be recalled by temembedng the incideng there was no altnristic pleasure
tesulting from donating money, regardless of the importance of the cause" Smith (as cited bv

Pindet, 1985), says, "No matter how altruistic an act appears, there is invariabll [.. .] some
important degree of psychic rewatd or inttinsic satisfacdon derived for one's self ' (pS. 42).

It appears that altruism requires human contact to benefit the glver. Luks (1988) notes
that some people used their volunteering "high" as a way to treat their high blood pressure and
tension headaches. Howevet, these health benefits were diminished

if

the volunteer lost

conttol of the situarion. If people felt forced or if ther volunteering interfered wrth other
important activities, Iike work or school, the rewards of altruistic motivation were lost.
Smith (cited by Schram, 1985), indicates that altruism may be one of a multiple reasons
a person volunteers,

but it actuallv only plays a minor role. People like to think this is their

dominant motivaung force, but Smith argues that altruism is relative and in actuali6, altmism is
the "dght" answer to the question, 'qWhv do you volunteer?" For this reason the volunteer

who gets satisfaction from helping someone udth no eli?ectation that the person can
reciprocate, will most likelv be morivated to volunteer in an area where other people can be
helped in some way. This is a personal component and may be the result of a person being
raised to "give back" (Independent Sector, 2000).

Udin, Theorv
The utilitv theory of motivadon is an economic theorv used in
Lrke money, a person will spend his nme and energy whete

-

,.

a

volunteer context.

O.r..ives he receives the most

satisfaction. Stated as an equation: resources expended, including d.me, equals the benefits
derived from the activity. This form of mouvation depends on what the individual views
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as

satisfaction or benefits. It is difficult for a leader to use this motivation to recruit or retain

a

volunteet, because the satisfaction or ,rtility of the work is relative to the individual (Schram,
1985). The utiliry theory may demonstrate the goal-dirggl*4 or personal component

of

motivation or rruty in fact be a cultutal issue. It could also be argued that the volunteer does
not recognize that he is motivated by the satisfaction that he receives, but thinks he is purely
altmistic in lus

gring (Schrarrl 1985).

Human Canital Theorv
Similar to the uulity theory, Schtam (1985) discusses the human capital theory

of

motivation. People who volunteet with this motivation are using their volunteer experiences to
build their skills and future financial success.Th.y learn new skills, accomplish nenvorking,

-and gain information

about the job market. The human capital theory seems extremely self-

centered and less altmistic when compared urith other theories. However, what modvates a

person is not what is important and no one can judge anot}er person for a wrong motivation

to do a good thing. The obvious benefit is that both the individual and the organizad.on benefit

fiom the volunteering experience. Schram (1985) goes on to idenriS, an inherent problem qrith
this motivadon. The volunteet is more likel,v to drop out of the progam as soon as he
achieves his goal or learns a skill. The human capital theory of motivadon allows a person to

move through a time of personal confusion and is goal directed.
Exchanse Theorv

Homans (cited by Schram, 1985), developed the exchange theorv of motivadon from
economics and behavroral psycholog]. This modvation theory is also the result of profit
modvated
behaviot. The difference between this and the utilit,v theory is the volunteer wants
the benefits to be greater than the costs, either monerarv or non-monetary. This may be the
result of culnrral variations in the volunteer.

r\ volunteer with
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tlrrs monvation is extremely hard

to recruit and to retain. The organization would need to offet the appropriate rern'ard for each
rndir,rdual volunteer who was modvated in this wav.

Wilson (2000) argues that the exchange theory focuses on what is done bv the
volunteer rathet than on why it is done. He believes that if the modve can not be quanrified
the exchange theory misses the heart of the volunteet's modvation. This theorv mav identi$,
the dollar value of the rvork done or the training given, but misses the human capital the

volunteet brings to the work, like the ability to write ot speak well or to otganize meetings.
Wilson's (2000) greatest cnticism of the exchange theory is that it "assumes that individuals
make theu volunteer decisions in isolation when, in reality, people assess their environments

and decide on courses of action in the context of formal and informal netwotks" (pg. 225).
Reinforcement Theor.y

The reinforcement theory of motivaflon unlike those previously discussed does not
focus on the thor.rght processes of individuals. Instead, the reinforcement theory looks at the
processes of learningandf or how rewards or punishments influence behavior. Behavior,
uzluch results in pleasant consequences or rewards, is more likely to be repeated. B F. Skinner,
a supporter

of the reinforcement theory, emphasizes the imporunce of structuring the work

environment to assure success and positive retnforcement (Nloore, 1985). Of the five
chatacteristics of motivanon, reinforcement theorv may be an example of the personal

componeflt or the personal need of the volunteer and horv he or she is treated.
Some difficulties with the reinforcement theorv are in the trming and scheduhng of the
rervards. To understand
necessarT

if something is a rervard it is necessary to observe its effect. It is also

to control all sources of reinforcement. In addition, it is difficult to create rntemal

changes through reinforcement @ooth-Butterfield, 1996). These can become ethical issues
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regarding human freedom, when using any technique designed to influence the behavior of an

rndividual (h{oore, 1 985).
Socialization Theo+,
Socialization is a modvation usefi.rl at all stages of life. "Socia]ization occurs when
parents and peers ttansmit their values to children and, thus, shape the child's behavior"
(A4oore, 1985, pg. 18). During their youth, people ate modvated to volunteer as they observe

their parents and peers volunteenng. Although socialization takes place to the gteatest exteflt
during childhood and adolescence, even adults are modvated by socialization. If their friends
are volunteering and finding persorlal satisfacdon as a result

of their volunteer expetience, then

an adult will be drarvn to volunteer himself (&{oore, 1985). Socialization connects to the

personal motivation characteristic and the state of need of the volunteer.
Rer,,rewing the book, The Virnral Volunteering Guidebook Dennis Palkon, notes that
.

virrual volunteedng allows the disabled or those busy at home or work to become involved.

"Today it is possible to be

a

yrrnral volunteer with all volunteer tasks completed in whole or in

p^fr,via the computer and the Intern*t" (pg. 37). This may be a resource for some volunteer
agencies, but

it does curtail the perceived benefit of socialization that many volunteers

see as a

value they receive from their volunteertng.
Need Theoru

The need theon, of motivadon has a long histolv and is considered one of the most
useful of motivational theories (Pinder, 1985). N{aslorv's Hierarchv of Needs speaks to this

human condition. Pinder (1985) describes the difference between needs and goals; needs are
inherent charactedstics of individuals and goals are objecdves. Needs can be strong orweak,
enduring or momentalry (h{aslow, 1970). Usually the volunteer leader does not address the
lowest need of the hierarchv, physiological, the need for food, u/ater and shelter (Stephenson,
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2000).

If

a person is volunteering, he

or she is not in a sun ival mode. Howerrer, dunng

emergencies, a sensitive leader should consider protecting a volunteer from berng

ovenvhelmed $,Ioore, 1985). Dorng something during a time of crisis portravs a personal

component and may be the way an individual maintains a sense of control dunng a nme of
rurmoil.
The next levef safety, may be a considetadon in

a

volunteer orgarrzauon. A volunteer

police chaplain may want to be an integral part of a domestic situation call, but her safety is

a

pnonty for the police offi.cer with whom she is .id*g and for the whole department. Her
personal need to serve may blind her to risk (Stephenson, 2000).
Il'Iaslow's thud level, which is known as social affiliation, is an important factor in all of

life including the volunteer situation. For many people the social function of volunteering is
their primary motivation (Stephenson, 2000). An airport volunteer rvorking in the traveler's
assistance area said she began volunteering there because she "hates to be bored," and

"I like

people." This woman sees volunteering as a wa)' fill her life and to be with people.l
The need to feel valued is iUaslorx,"s fourth level of need. This individual needs to feel
he is contributing to sociery. In the volunteer context, the persofl must feel as

if their

contribution is making a difference in the orgaruzation. The Pnnceton Youth Survey (1999)
summarizes, "The young people who get the most satisfaction from their work with

communiry-based orgaflLz^tions are those rvho have the opporturity to play a substantive role

in the orgznizadofl" (pg

t)

This level of need becomes a goal-directed motivation and has

a

greater purpose outside of the normal activity of the volunteer.

Finally, Maslow's need theory asserts that the fifth level of self-acn:alization can only
be achieved when the other four levels are fuIfilled. Stephenson (2000) notes at this level, the

I

Personal interview at Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport, July 7, 2001.
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individual feels like he or she is realizing lus or her fi.rll potential. Schei" (1980) writes, "The
process of searching for the self is a life-long one" (pg. 78). This need for self-actualization

requkes three critical psychologcal states for the volunteet worker.

1,. The work must be experienced

2.

as meaningful,

worthwhile, ot important.

The worker must experience that he or she is personally responsible fot the work
outcome, or accountable for the product of his or her efforts.

3.

The worker must be able to determine in some regular and reliable wav what
results are achieved through his or her efforts, and whether or not the results are
satisfactory. (Schein, 1980, p9.88)

Schein (1980) discusses core job dimensions, which help wotkers achieve therr need

for self-actualization. These 1ob characterisdcs are more Iikely to lead to the desired
psychological state. The first three make a iob meaningful to the person.

1.

Skill variery: the challenge of a vanetv of skills and abilities.

2.

Task identiry: doing a lob from the beginning to the end.

3.

Task significance: the degtee of impact the job has on the [ves of other people.

4.

Autonomy: the worker is free to plan and carry out the rvork himself.

5.

Comments: the rvorker knows how effective his work has been (pg. 89).

Schein (1980) observes that autonomy often helps the worker meet his second
psychologrcal need for self-actualization by being responsible and accountable for the work

that he has done" A response from his supen isor or co-workers allows the individual to

know that his work effort u/as worthwhile. This would include being shourn appreciation by
the organization for which he is working.

One characteristic of humanirv is the abiliry' to move from one level of need to the
next when the need at any level is met. This characteristic creates a challenge for the leader.
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Pinder (1985) believes that though need at any level may be a motivational factor for anv
individual, each person's patticulat need may vaq, ftom time to time and place to place. The
personal need of the volunteer may be an underlying motivation, but the volunteer himself

or herself may only recognize that he wants to do good for others.
Functional Theo-q,

Traditionally, functional motivation emphasizes "the adaptive and purposefirl striving
of individuals towatd personal and social goals" (Cl^ry, et al., 1998, pg. 1517). In this theory,

"funcdon" serves

as a dependent factor,

indicating that different people do the same acdons

for diffetent psychologrcal functions. Recently, th" scope of functionalism was broadened to
include other attitudes that appear with reguladty in motivational srudies. For this reasofl, CI"ry
(1998) determined that the acts of volunteedsm that appear to be similar on the surface might

reflect markedly different undetlying motivational ptocesses. li7hat one person may do as an

oppornrniw to make socral connecdons, aflother may do to learn a neu/ skill. Th*y propose
that volunteedsm is influenced by the "crid.cal events associated with the initiation and
maintenance of voluntarv helping behaviot" (pg. 1517). This agrees unth the characteristic

of

motivation, that modves can only be inferred bv the action bemg done.
Summarv
The literatute on modvation and these ten modvational theories

b*g, to show the

-

diversity and multiplicity on what modvates humaruty. Personal experience and conversadons

\Idth dozens of volunteers have also made me aware that rvhat may

b.S,

as a longing or

"fleed" to help others often camouflaged a deeper modve. Discerning th* psychological need
undedying

a

volunteer's willingness to help, to frnd the "perfect

fit" for his talents

expectations, may not be practical in the real world. But knowrng the
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and

ultial underlying motive

may make it possible to place the volunteet where she would be successfi,rl and hopefr.rlly

would condnue to volunteer for a long time.
Volunteer Functions Inventory
The functional apptoach to modvation is based on the assumption that the
motivations undedying volunteer activity can be identifi.ed and measured udth some accuracy.
Historically, the study of volunteers and motivation has been conducted in such a wa)'as to
raise questions on the concepnral and methodological concems of the instnrments. There are

reliable and valid measures of motivation for specifi.c kinds of volunteer service, but there is no
genedc measure that can transcend many volunteer sinrations (Clary, et al., 1998).

Using previous research on volunteerism (Clrry

&

Snyder, 1991), both quantitative and

qualitative means for identifiring motivations u/ere studied. Chry (1998) used both volunteers
and non-volunteers to eliminate unreliable and ambiguous items from the volunteer fi.rnctional

theory test. From these tests, thlrty items were developed from conceptualizations of the sk
proposed psychological and social fi.rnctions served by involvement in volunteer work.

See

appendix for the full VFI.
The Volunteer Funcdons Invento.y ry-FD was administered to acdve volunteers
engaged in diverse forms of volunteer service. The presumpdon was that these people would
possess motivations relevant to volunteerism. The

VFI conf,rmed by factor analyses on

diverse samples yielded factor solunons consistent with functionalist theorirng. The factor
analysis showed clearlv defined functions.'iflith one excepuon, the items from each scale

loaded on their intended factor and did not load with items from different scales. This

provided the evidence that the theoretically derived motivations were distinct and evideflt in
the responses of actual volunteers (Clary

., ,r., 1998).
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A

cross validation srudy was administered to college students who u/ere acdve

volunteers, but much youflger and with less volunteer expedence than the first Soup. These

two studies had considerable overlap between the six factor solutions, consistent with the
hypothesrzed functional motivations for volunteerism. These factor stnrcflues illustrated that
the same motivational concerfls were present in different phases of the volunteer process,
regardless of the experience or the lack of expedeflce of the volunteet (Cl"t,v et al., 1998).

Using the applied functionalist theory and the question of volunteer modvation
resulted rn the

VFI

(C1ary et al., 1998). This instmmentwas based on their belief that matching

the monvation characteristic of the person to the opporn:nities available in

a

volunteering

environment would yield tfuee benefits.
Fust, people can be recruited by appealing to their own psychologcal function. This is
beyond the initial request to volunteer which usually yields an immediate positive respoflse.
Secondly, when the motivation of a prospective volunteer is determined, it is easier to place

them in a job where th.y will succeed. These people will be satisfied volunteers, because the

work th.y do meets theu own psychologrcal requirements and expectations of the volunteer
expenence. Frnally, they

will continue to volunteer as long as theu psychological funcdons

are

served bi, their volunteer experience (Clary et al., 1998).

The importance of matching the motivations of the rndividual and the oppoftunities
offered by the otgantzation is one aspect of applying the functional theory. Th* hypothesis of
the

VFI theorists was that "persuasive messages will be effective to the extent that they speak

to, or are matched with,

th. specific modvadons rmportant to individual

message" (Clary et al., 1985, pg. 1523). One studv of the

recipients of the

VFI concluded that people's

responsiveness to persuasive appeals was greatest when the appeals addressed modvational

concerns of importance to them. The results of comparing a person's modvation with the
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motivauonal appeal to which they would respond had a correlation fot the entire sample of
r=.772,t(57)=7.55, p<.001. This correladon indicated a strong individual-level match between
the pattern of

VFI

scale scores and the pattern

of advertisement evaluations. In addition, this

pattern held most strongly for the motivations that were of greatest importance to this sample

of volunteets.
Further study of the VFI showed additional results and an important extension of the
functional analysis of volunteedsm. The VFI revealed that for volunteers urith a fiurction that
was "important and who perceived relatively greater benefits to that function were more
satisfied with their volunteedsm than those who did not teceive as much in the way of televant

benefits and for whom that functional dimension was not important" (Clarey et al., 1998, pg.
1,525). Schoeny (1997) advanced the theorv

of petson-environment congruence

as a way

to

examine the match berween an orgafization and its employees. This theory can be transferted

to the volunteer organization. An organization can match

a

volunteer's motivation with

specific work, which will help him or her aclueve sadsfacdon in meeting their personal
expectations.

A final study showed that the volunteets who received benefits relevant to their
primary functional modvation were not only sausfied wrth their setwice, but also intended to
condnue to volunteerin both the short- and long- term future. Cl^ry et al., (1998) concluded,

"matching the plans and goals of individuals to achieving those plans and goals" could be used
to predict their future intentions of volunteering (pS. 1526). Brief (1998) discusses job
satisfaction as a "uti-]itarian function" that recognizes that atntudes can be instrumental for
maximizrng rewards ftom the enrriroflment.

The summary of the srudv of the VFI rvas that the conceptualizations of volunteers'
motivatiofls are compatible wrth psychological theonzing and research. The practical
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implicauon of the VFI is first that the functional approach underlies the decision to volunteer

An organizad.on, dependeflt on volunteers, can use the \,rFI to

assess the

potential volunteets and use that information to promote their otg

modvation of

ilz tion in a wav that

would appeal to their volunteer base (Clrry er al,, 1998).

A

second application is that the functional approach indicates that continued

parncipation of a volunteer depends on the person-situation fit. In this process, people

see

volunteedsm in terms of their personal motivation. Finally, volunteers who serwe in roles that
match their own mouvations will derive more satisfaction and more enjorment from their
sen ice and

will tend to continue in that role.

The research identifies six fi.rnctions of volunteedng

as

identified by volunteers. Th.y

are

1.

Acting on deeply held beliefs or

2.

Gaining an understanding of people and yourself or understanding

3.

Aidirg

4.

Carcer burlding.

5.

Protecting yourself from unpleasant feelings or protectiue.

6.

Self-esteem or enhancemenL (Claw et. a1., 1998)

aalues.

society or ncial.

These six funcnons parallel most of the motivation theones discussed earlier.
Values Function
"People join otganizations because they care" (Siegel

& Delizia,7993, pg. 54).

Greeley

(1997) noted that in the United States and Canada, people were more likely to volunteer

idealistic and moral reasons, while those rn Europe tended to be more pragrnatic. CIary
Snyder (1991) define the values function in r,,olunteering as a way to express or act on

important values, such as humanitarianism and helprng the less forrunate.
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for

&

"Research the causes or issues important to vou," is the advice gll,en on the
Independent Sector's web page. "Look fot a group that works with issues about which vou
feel strongly."'Wilson

& Musick

(1999) snrdied the result of volunteedng on the volunteer.

Volunteer work is a form of helping behaviot, so it becomes a self-validating experience. In
certain setdngs, volunteedng may foster trust and rntimaq and eflcourage the volunteer to
expect reciprocal help when they are in need. Having a means of expressing their values and

beliefs allows the volunteet to feel successful. This success will be a basis for them to continue
volunteering.
Unders tandins Function
Some people erpect theit volunteet experience to permit them to learn ner',, skills.

Th.y also hope that volunteering will give them the chance to use the knorvledge, skills and
abilities that they already possess and might not get afl opportunity to use in other venues

of

their life. These people choose volunteer expetieflces that will meet this modvational desire,
which is similar to the ,rtility theory of motivation. Clary et al., (1998) found that volunteers,
especially in the health field, expect to receive benefits related to self-development, Iearning
and adding vadety to their life. Ellis (1996) adds that understanding includes learnrng about the
orgattrzation and the people the volunteer is sen ing, while the volunteer also learns to

understand himself or herself. Wilson and Musick (1999) echo this opimon especially regarding
the elder\, or retired. Volunteering for this gloup is "setious leisure," which not only added to

theu social well being, but also offered them the opporrunir), to use the skills and knowledge
they had gained through life-experience to enhance the lives of others. Issues and people that
are personally

important to the volunteer will modvate the volunteer

how to improve somethrng about which he feels strongly.
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as he

works and leams

Social Function

Volunteering allows a person to streflgthen one's social relationshipr. Wilson &
Janoski (1995) found that social integtation encourages volunteering. Their snrdy of various
religious denominations found that the tFpe of volunteedng depended on the particular

lsligious affiliauon of the volunteer. People who were socially integrated in a religious context
wefe more likely to volunteer.
Thefu teseatch paralleled the study done by Hoge

& Yang (1994), who concluded that

chuch-related organlzations and involvement in other voluntary associadons often go
together. Religious communides are networks of social relations. Being involved in the social

life of a congregation increases the probability of being in contact with someone involved in
volunteer wotk. This telationship increases the likelihood that an individual rvill be asked to
volunteer by a person she knows.

Wilson & Musick (1999) discuss the idea that because volunteedng adds a social role to
one's life,

it should yield a mental health benefit. Social integration should ueld positive mental

health effects, in contast with social isolation. However, the psychologrcal benefits

of

volunteering are inconclusive because they are dependent on the volunteers' own estimation.

This is an ongoing problem in studying what modvates a volunteer. Much of the research is
dependent on the individual's tesponses, rvhich can be biased toward appearance, or may be
jaded depending on their last volunteer experience.

It is drfficult to separate the modve from

the expenence, even for the volunteer himself.

lfilson & Musick

(1999) believe that those rvho have retired may benefit more from

the social aspect of volunteering than the young volunteer. Because of their loss of role and
social contact as the result of their retirement, the older person garns a socially approved role

through volunteering, which benefits the giver as well as the receiver. Studies of volunteering
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on elderly populations reveal a significant relationship between volunteering and lifesatisfaction.
Career Functio.[
Career-related benefits and gaining experience can be a motivation for volunteering
and is related to the human capital theory of motivation. Jenner (as cited bv Clary et al., 1998)

studiedJuniot League volunteers. Fifteefl percent of them perceived volunteedng as a way of
prepadng for a new career or to maintain the career skills th*y already had. The Independent
Sectot Tips on Volunteedng encourages people to consider the skills th.y already have or the
skills th.y would like to leam when considering where to volunteer.
One benefit derived from volunteering is in the job market. Nelton (19S8) believes

that "women at the execudve level" must "volunteer to be good at yoru iob" (pS. 58). Working

in not-for-ptofit situations allows for the development of people and work skills, often not
garned in the drrly world of wotk. Susan Rietano, former District Sales l{anager for Xerox

Corporation in Connecdcut, was responsible fot hfuing all of that frrm's sales, marketing, and
suPPort Personnel. She states that when looking at a resume she wanted to see three essendal

things. One of them was the interest of the potential employe€, "[. . .]

,.

interest in diverse

areas, volunteet{sm, involvement which suggested high eflerry, and a person

grrrg

something

back to his or her community" (&Ielnik,7996, pg. 94).

A study by Zakour

(as cited

tn Marx, 1999), "emphasized the fact that volunteerism is

often modvated by a desire for personal career developrnent" (pS. 53).Foftv percent of the
respondents in a srudy of the American Red Cross indicated that the reason for ur.itially
volunteedng was

"to obtain training and skills"

(I\,Iarx, 1999, pg. 53).

The personal benefit of communit-v involvement was also a factor for the youth
surveyed by the Princeton Youth Survey

trnrrl. Eighry-sx

31

percent describe ther voluntary

service as a means to gain valuable experience, skills or contacts. Smaller majorities also noted

school credit (77 percent), and rmproved transcripts (60 percent) as benefi.ts they received

from volunteering. By volunteering these youflg people found a way to leam new skills and
strengthen their relauonship with people rn the commuruty.

Wilson & Musick (1999) note that one quarter of the volunteers in the 1995
Independent Sector Surwev of Giving and Volunteedng included "make new contacts that

might help my business" as reasons they volunteer (pg. 149). For many, volunte*dng is seen
a stepping stone

to a paid position, or

of advancement for those who are urorking.

as a means

One way these concepts develop is in educadon.

as

A

study by the University of California

showed that students who chose to patrcrpate in senrice learning proiects were more likelv to
see

their grade point a.verage inctease, Included in these firdirg* was that though all students

lowered their expectations about pursuing an advanced degree dudng thetr college career, this
decline was less for srudents who volunteered.

Sililson

& Musick's

(1999) discussion of a srudy done with Canadian youth showed

that the youth reported high levels of satisfaction with their volunteer activities because

of

acquiring new skills and knowledge and that thev think of themselves as lifelong volunteers.
\Mhile this mav appear to be a positive oudook for the furure, \Wilson
srudy because

it fails to pursue the youth that

& Musick discount

have dropped out of the sample because

the

of

negative experiences from volunteerurg.

Volunteering can also play a ditect role through rnformal processes to help an
rndrvidual secure a ;ob. Though

it

seems contrary

to the perceived florrn, Wilson & Musick

(1999) found Granovetter's stud-v to show that weak nes brings the job searcher urto contact

wrth dissimilar individuals resulnng m

a greater chance
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of frnding

a job. Weak ties and contacts

fnends of friends or acquaintances

^te

a.

bettet way to broaden the base in which a person may

find employment.
Protective Function

This function of volunteering has to do with "protecdng the ego from negative
feahues of the

self' (Cl"ty et. al., 1998, pg. 1518). People who volunteer with this as thet

motivation may be trying to alleviate their gunt over berng more fortunate than others or as a
way to face their own personal problems. Volunteering can help the rndividual get their eyes

off their own problems and focus on others, helping the volunteer overcome their negative
feelings. This is an example of the need theory of motivation.

individuals volunteered to support patients urith AIDS as

a

I{arx

(1999) noted that

wav of coping wrth the disease in

their own lives. A study of 2,779 American adults, done by Hodgkinson & Weitzman (as cited
by Man<, 1999), revealed that37.4 percent of the respondents believed volunteering to be an

important coping strategy in their lives. For them volunteeting was

a

way to "deal \rdth some

of my own personal problems" (pg. 59).
The Independent Sector (2001) found that 70 percent of the volunteers they
questioned included garrung a new perspective on things, as one theu reasons for volunteeting.

This is a valid motivauon, yet in some organtzations having a volunteer working through their
own negative feeLngs or needs could be detrimental to both the volunteer and the

org rtlzztion. The Independent Sector's web site mendons the possibihqv that

a

volunteer

might not be right for every job, even in an otgantzadon about which they feel strongly or in
one where they have been helped rn the past.

It is in the organizadon's
people

it

interest and more beneficial to the

sen es to make certain vou have the skills needed, that

vou are truly committed to dorng the rvork, and that your

aa

JJ

interests match those

of the nonprofit.

Furthermore, ln

volunteer work involving chjldren or other at-risk populations,
thete are legal ramifications for the organization to consider.

One aspect of this motivation is gult. Stephenson (2000) comments that some people
do not know how to say "no." Th.y feel gurlty for not wanting to volunteer and then feel
negatively toward themselves because of their unwillingness to be honest. This is not a good

rnotivational factor and seldom leads to accomplishing any real work or good in the volunteer
arer1a..

However, some otganizations can be instrumefltal rn allou,rng a volunteer to work
through their need to feel valued while protecting themselves from a negauve self-image. The
Salvation

A*y

does much of its volunteer work with the people they are helping. This not

only allows the Army to carry on their programs, but also allows the volunteers to gain skills,

build relationships and feel value. AII of these are important functions of volunteering.
Enhancement Function

The sixth reason to volunteer, as determined by the VFI, is for the value perceived bv
the volunteer. This function is telated to the ego, but for more than a protecdve process. The

enhancement function is the individual "seekrng to grow and develop psychologicallv through

involvement ifl volunteering"zlclary,2002).Th..rtilitv theon, of motivation is rnherent in this
function and it could be argued that it also demonstrates the exchange theon, of motivation.

If

the volunteer recei-,,es sadsfaction or perceived value, he rvill condnue to volunteer. Clary et al.,
(1998) defines enhancement as a focus on mood and that "negadve affect and posiuve affect
are separate dimensions ratherthan endpoints ofl abipolarscale" (pg. 1518).

In

essence, the

individual is seeking to grow and develop psychologicallv through involvement rn volunteenng.

2

Personal e-mail from G. Clary on January 19,2002.
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Gidron

(as cited by Bakatsa,

Anka & Lea, 2000), wdtes of the content factors of the rvork itself

and that achievement $dthifl the work influence the satisfacdon of the volunteer who is
motivated by enhancement.
Jean3 was asked,

"\Mhy do you volunteer?" Her answer was,

I first started
out that

volunteering to give back to the communiry, but

I found

I got back more than I gave. Whatever I give, I get back so much

more, whether

it is in the food panury, the crisis pregnancy

center, the

mentodng proiect I am involved in or at my church.

Jean

is

obviously a. connected, busy volunteer,

but she recognizes how her

volunteering has enhanced her li[e.
Siegel

& Delizia

(1993) believe that lifestvle adjustments are influencing the

enhancement modvation. People are facing increaslngly difficult decisions, demands in their
workplace, and compromising what they view as important fot what is good. They feel their
lives are spinning out of control and volunteering is a w^y to retum stability and meaning to

their lives. If people are informed how thefu involvement will help them fulEll theit personal or
professional goals, th.y will be more likely to get involved in the volunteer process.
People are seeking to take control of their lives, to shrft their priorities so they can
spend

thet trme on urhat is valuable to them. Consequendy, therr expectadons of the places

they volunteer, whether a food shelf or community associadon, are also urcreasing. They are

looking for more than a place to do something good for someone else. Th.y waflt their time to
result in benefit to themselves

as urell as

to others. The Independent Sector's web site offering

Ten Tips on Volunteering encoufages potential volunteers to considet their goals and

implement them into their choice of a voluflteer oppoftuflry and to remember not to over-

3

Personal interview at Convoy of Hope, Moline, Illinois, September, 2001.
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commit thert schedule. Deciding on a long-term commifinent or something temporarv is

impottant fot the expected life enhancement to ensue.
Steve Smith, Director of Community Relations at Good Samaritan Center in Waconia,

Minnesota says,

In our organlzadon, we believe that the core of volunteering is
the nanrral human desire to be needed, to be usefi;l and to be

helpful. If that potential for senrice does indeed exisg then our
challenge as an organization is to be creadve in providing

opportunides, so that each person can find their owfl unique
way of serving that will

fulfill their desire to help others.

(A{OCVS 2000, pg. 6)

Ellis (1996) notes that people volunteer for a variery of reasons, but encourages people
to accept that they receive some benefits for themselves from volunteering. Wilson & Musick
(1999) state that "helping others is as beneficial for the donor as it is for the recipient" and that

most people believe that helping othets is a good way to gain fulfilhnent for themselves (pg.
141).

Verba, Schlozman,

& Brady (1997)

sees

participation in community setwice, especially

in the political realm, as the wav to have an acdve voice in governrng. They note that
participation in American politics at the local level, usuallv can be found in the well educated
and the "well heeled" of Amenca's society (pS. 2). Theu hope is that more

"poor" people

would get involved ur the political process at the grass roots level. Th.y believe more
involvement among the "poorer" people could benefit them both rn gairung skills and in
influencing the political scene (pS. 3).
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Wilson & Musick (1999) agtee that enhancement is a factor which contributes to the
value a volunteer receives ftom volunteering. Volunteering allows the volunteer to realize that
he can make a difference, which enhances his personal efficacy. Therefote, volunteedng
provides a sense of control over one's life and environment and leads to a healthier self-image
alleviaung depression and building self-awareness. Th*y believe this may be especially

important among the retired because it can inocu]ate them ftom the hazatds of redrement
such as physical decline and inactivity. Fot the retired person, "voluflteeting combines the

freedom of a volunt .ily chosen pursuit urith the commitnent of social obligatior" (pg. 160).
The enhaflcement function appears to take us fulI circle to the value function. Luks
(1988) discovered a factor related to volunteer modvation that was a "natural high" similar to

the "high" exped.enced after vigorous exercise. This high may result from the release

of

endorphins, a result of altruism. After analyzing the data from 246 "lenflthy" questionnaires,

Luks developed a more concise questionnaire and received 1,500 responses from members of
alarge volunteer group of women. These women descdbed the emotions thev felt after

volunteering as a "sense of fitness and well-being' "tited, but the kind of fatigue one
experiences after a good game of tennis" and "gteatet calmness and sense of self-worth."

Although these findings are interesting, it is impossible to know if "feelings" will cross over to
men or voung people. It is too earlv to draw the conclusion that Luks did when he stated

"volunteering may be the most basic step to health benefits" (pg. a0)
Summaq,

Functional theon,, as measured and tested by the VFI, provides tJle most
comprehensive and measurable approach that

I

used

it to

I discovered in my

research, and consequendy

shape my research design. When a partrcular function u/as rmportant to

a

volunteer, and when the volunteer perceived "relatively gteater benefits related to that
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function" that volunteer was more satisfied udth the work (Clary et al., 1998, pg.1525).
Conversely, those volunteets, who did not receive as much in relevant benefits for their

particulat function, were not as satisfied with their volunteer expetience (Clary et al, 1998).
Faith

'lMhete

a person has

teligious faith, it may shape their life, and that farth mav undedie

their motivation for volunteedng" (I-ukka

& Locke,2000,

pg.1). Because of the relationship

between farth and the motivation for volunteering, faith has been included in this study. For
mafly people farth is a demonstradon of what they believe and value personally. For them,

faith is more than gring back or maktng a difference, it is an expression of horv the individual
views God and his or her sen ice to God.

The Independent Sector (2002) reports that values and beliefs of religious households
influences their decisions to make donations ot to volunteer to all types of nonprofit
organszations. The givrng and volunteering represented by people of faith crossed all

geogtaphical regions, income levels and religious denominations.

Citing Moynagh & Worsley pukka & Locke, 2000), report that members of churches,
syflagogues and other falth communities were more likel,v to contdbute free time to help needy

people. Th.,v concluded that there was a positir.'e relationslup between faith and voluntary
acdon. However, thev noted there is a difference between individual conviction and

institutional membership making it drfficult to find the correlation between farth and the
motivation to volunteer. Cnaan et al., (cited b), Lukka & Locke, 2000) argued that there is

a

relationship berween religious beliefs and participation in religrous congregadons and the

motivation to volunteer, but that the exact nature of that relationship is unclear.

"Both frequencv of church attendance and membership in church orgarrtzadons
correlate strongly with voluntarv service" (Greelev,7997, pg. 69). People give or
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"#r. back"

because th*y believe it is their dury to do so. Faith may be a factor in the value function
discussed earlier and/or a demonstradon of altruism. \Wilson (2000) believes that values fail to

predict volunteering, because different values inspire different kinds of volunteedng. Values
are more usefi.rl in determining what volunteedng means to the individual than in determining

whom will volunteer. Demonstradng their values, Wilson determined that members of
coflsefirarive religious groups view volunteetirg

it

terms of sacrifice while those from liberal

rel'i# ous backgtounds view volunteering as s elf-improvement.

The Gallup Su:rrey, as reported by the Independent Sector (2001), indicated that that
54petcent of those who regularly attend religious sen ices volunteer, as compared with only
32percent of those who do not regularlv attend religious senrices. In N"Iinnesota, volunteering
at reli#ous affiliated organizad.ons was the reason glven most often for formal volunteering.

Wilson &Janoski (1995) conclude that theological doctrine has a great impact on
people involved rn the social life of their congregadon, reflecting the "sociallv-adjustive

function," of the peer group (pS. 137). Retigious "preference" is not enough to indicate

a

person w'ill voluflteer, but regulat aftendance at rveeklv religious senrices is the "best" indicator.

Oman (as cited by S7ilson & Musick, 1999), found the posirive effects of volunteering to be
strongest for those whose work rvas church-related.
Usrng an analytical design, testing the parental religrosiq.

^116

the impact this might

have on their children to volunteer, Wilson and Janoski (1995) inter:r,,iewed respondents in
1,973, and again

ifl

1982 to find the correlation berween religious upbrtnging and volunteertng.

Given the rise in volunteering as demonstrated in the Gallup Poll, they found that there was

not a correspondrng response in this Soup. However, when polled
in 1988, the
^#lfl
respondents had increased rn their volunteering commitment. The conclusion for the
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discrepancy was the wording in the Gallup Survey, which was very general, and the fact that

the respondents were in the very early stages of career and family growth in 1982.
Greeley (1997) also concluded that church attendance has a posidve impact on secular-

voluntary sen ice, and in addition, was related to the specific denomination to which the
respondent adhered. Greeley's study included six countties using the European Value Studies
@,VS) conducted

in

1981 and 1991 to provide data about comparative trends that mrght

ansu/er whether religious practice contributes to America's high rate of volunteering. His

conclusion was that in the countries where there is a high attendance at weekly religious
serr.ices there is a higher rate of voluntary senrice.

Retaining Volunteers: A Research Question

Though there is much research on whv people volunteer initially, there is not neady
as

much known about

if they do not receive

*hy th.y condnue to volunteer. It is also easy to lose good volunteers

the benefit they expect to receive or

if th.y feel coerced into service.

What does make them satisfied? Hour do volunteers evaluate

*.,

volunteer expedence and

what is important to them?
Snrkas, Snyder

&

C1ary (1999) reviewing

th.

1996 Gallup Survey discovered that 51

perceflt of the respondents had not volunteered in the past year. The Independent Sector
(2001) reported that while 39 percent of volunteers preferred to volunteer ofl a regularly
scheduled time,41 percent served in sporadic or in one-dme acuvities. Another nine percent

only served at specific dmes of the year like Christrnas or Hanukkah.
Society recognizes the extra effort necessarv to inspire volunteers and consequentially

developed federal programs like the Peace Corp and VISTA. Many schools have instinrted

volunteer sen'ice as a requirement for graduadon. The goal of such programs is to lead the
student to the perceived benefits of volunteering in the hope of gaining
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a

volunteer for life.

Unfomrnately, the tesults appeat to have the opposite effect. It is believed that the voung
people view the tequitement as extemal control (Schoeny,1997).
Schoeny (1997) sudied the result of a mandatory volunteedsm program in a controlled

laboratoty snrdy. College shrdents were tequited to volunteet. After the required sen ice
extensive intetrriewing was conducted. The conclusion was that people who had volunteered in
the past were less likely to volunteet in the funrre. In addition, people who had not

volunteered in the past were not induced to funrre voluntary sen ice because of the extemal
pressufe.

Youth (ages 15-29) responded that the most important factors affecting their volunteer
expedence were:

'
r

Havingimportant responsibility.

r

Knowing what is expected of them.

'

Able to participate in key decisions.

'

Seeing

Inspitation by the organizadon's leadetship.

th* purpose of their wotk. (PYS, pg.1)

The Princeton Youth Suwey (1999) discovered that disorganization, lack of training
and not using their strengths to the maximum was the major fault that caused young people

who had volunteered to stop serving. These factors, which can be influenced by the leader of
program, had nothing to do wrth the intrinsic motivation that initially compelled these voung
people to volunteer.

\ffhat affects older adults and their volunteer expetience? Research on one hundred
fi.fty-one seniot volunteers, ages 60-93, done by Stevens in 1991 (as cited by Marx, 1999),
showed that one reward associated with r.,olunteer satisfaction and retendon was to receive

recognition for their efforts.
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a

I*lathanson

& Eggleton (1993) studied motivation

and incentives by using a wrinen

agreemeflt. Their conclusion was that a written contract strengthened the sense

commitnnen! but motivation was still intemal and was influenced

b1,

of

the program and not by

the signed contact. Theit study of 106 Nrry ombudsman volunteers showed that the

motivation for the majority of them was theit desire to be an advocate, regardless of ther age,
sex or economic condition. The study's conclusion was that using contracts to motivate had

no impact on the commitment of volunteers. Those who completed their yearlong

commitrnent urithout the contract were still firm1y modvated by their desire to be an advocate.

In fact, those who had signed

a yearloflg contract

did not report the same high rate of

advocacy as those who had served u/ith only a verbal commitnent. These findings seem to

i*ply

the internal motivation is as important an influence in retaining volunteers as external

coflstraints or influence.
Pearce (as cited by Bakatsa

& Lea,2002),

states that the attitude

of the voluntarJ,

worket towatd the wotk he is doing, is a better determinant of the retenuon of the volunteer.

In the same work, Gidron is cited
influence job satisfacdon for
sense

a

as having

found two content and two context factors which

volunteer. The content factors were the work itself and the

of achievemeflt withifl the work, while the context factors were convenience of the time

and place to volunteet and the absence of job stress. However, Gidron concluded that the key

to job satisfaction for

a

volunteer is the work itself "because volunteers want their limited time

to be tnvested in a sensible and g"irrfin way" (2002).4
The UPS report on volunteering indicated that "dme is the lirniung factor for many
potential volunteers." I'dot only havrng tirne available to volunteer, but having the "volunteer

org rttzation make good use of volunteer d.me" were important to the people who would like

'From an unpublished manuscript,

used with permission of S. Lea.
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to volunteer more. An important aspect of sufficient time used wisely was a significant

condition for the people surveyed by UPS, where o'dme conflicts" were the most cofirnon
reason

for72 percent of the people who had stopped volunteedng. This is where the leader

can implement programs and plans helping the volunteers achieve the external results

th.y

desite, influencing their internal motivation, and keeping them involved in the volunteer
process. The leader responsible for the volunteer or the volunteer program should work to

maximize the extent to which th"y provide volunteer opportunities matched to their

volunteets' modvadons and hopefully lower the turnover in the volunteer force.
Leadership

All the information about motivation and volunteers is of little value, unless there

is

someone to organize, develop, lead and promote an organization. "l,eaders move people from
selfish concerns to senring

th. colrunon good" finchot, 1996,pg.2G). The challenge of

leading people and using thefu intdnsic motivation is that it continues to change and develop.

The leader is also responsible for assisting the volunteer to achieve their plans and goals. "The
task of a leader is matching the personal charactedstic of the people, with the nanrre of the
task and the sinration surrounding the task" (Schein, 1980, pg. 110).

Drucker (1990) recognizes this need for the leader in the non-profit sector to help the
volunteer feel successfirl rn meeting hir expectations for himself. 'IWe are talking about
butldtng on what people

are-not

about changing them. To understand their gifts to

understand what their potential is" (pg. 38).

Although much of the material on leadership is focused on the work place and
employees, the leadership pnnciples and the skills needed to work wrth people and getting

them to work are applicable to the volunteer.
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I\'Iaxwell (1993) believes that "ever,vthing rises and falls on leadership" (pg. 182). He
believes there are two ways to get people to do what vou want them to do. One wav is to

compel them, which is the method used in slavery and the other wav is to persuade them,
which he calls the "method of free men" (pg. 182). To persuade people requires that leaders
undetstand what modvates them, and to have knowledge of human nature. In a recent
sufi/ey of seventy psychologists, trro-thirds respoflded that the most essential thing for

a

supen isor to know about human nature was an understandrng of what makes people think,
feel, and act as they do.

Understanding the motivation of a volunteer and the task that needs to be done
become the issues for the leader. He or she must determine how best to lead and keep

modvated the people who are committed to help accomplish a task, whether it is to get

a

mailing done, tutor children or clean-up after a flood.
Leadershiu Theories

Fiedler (as cited by Schern, 1980), developed the leader-match theor:l for taskoriented groups. This theory is considered "the oldest and most controversial" leadership
theory hg. 114). The strength of this theory g ve explicit attention to all of the necessaly

-

components of the gtoup: the leader, the subordjlates and the task, but focused on the
leader and leadershrp sryle while not allowing the leader much flexibility. The idea was not to
match leadership style to the group or task, but to match the group and the task to the
leader's sryle. Schein (1980) found three rveaknesses rvith this theory. First, it was difficult to
assess the leadet-member

relationship and the structure of the task. Secondly, it was difficult

to diagnose the group's characteristics. Thirdly, there was no attention glven to the
competencv of the leader.
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Vroom's contingency theory of leadership was more interested in the task and the
subordinates than in the leadet. He found that subordtnates in certain specific tasks

preferred different tlpes of leaders. It was therefore the responsibiliw of the leader to adjust
her leadership style to the need of the gtoup and the task. An advantage of thrs sri'le ol,er

Fiedler's is it did allow the leadet to adapt to each situation as needed. Vroom developed
seven rules to assist a leader to make a decision depending on the outcome expected

of the

gFoup.These questions allowed a logical means for diagnosing task situations and then

allowed the leader to adjust their leadership style to help the group aclueve their goal
(Schein, 1980).
Schein (1980) reports that tesearch and theories about the "cotrect" leadetship style
are beginmng to move toward the contingencv model first developed by \rroom.

Contingency allows the leader to determine the task, the people involved and other outside
influences that may help determrne the best leadetship style to use in each situation. Just as it
is important to understand motivadon, it is important to understand what type of leadership

works in each siruation or what style of leadership the group lvants or needs.
Hersey and Blanchard (as citedin Schein, 1980), reject Fiedler's assertion thatleaders

must locate situations that fit their own style, and Vroom's assertion that leaders must adapt

their stvle to the nature of the task. They found that there are satisfied groups with any kind
of leaderchip. They proposed that, "The more managers adapt their sryle of leader behavior
to meet the particular siruation and the needs of their followers, the more effective they will
be in reaching personal and organizational goals" (pg. 124).

There are unique functions of a leadet. What are the functions that only the leader
can supply either to a voluflteer program or a work group or as head of an organtzation?
Schein (1980) idenrifies four thnngs as "cr{dcal functions" of a leadet. They are:
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1.

To determine, atdculate, or transmit the basic goals or tasks to be accomplished.

2.

To monitor progtess toward task or goal accomplishment.

3.

To ensure that the gtoup of subordinates is built and maintained for effective
'
task

4.

pefo*rrr...

To supply whatevet is needed or missing for task accomplishment and group
maintenance. (pg. 134-135)

Number four illustrates the contingency theory of leadership. At times the leader
herself will be part of the wotk group and will work at the assigned task,
goal achievement.

if it is necessary for

At other dmes, it may be necessary for a leader to fill in for a missing

person or to recruit someone with specific skills allowing the group to accomplish their goal
(Schein, 1980).

Although t}ese theories are about work sinrations, they can be applied to volunteers.
Although the tasks fot

a

volunteer may differ from that of an employee, and their

commitrnent to the wotk is not based on financial gain or security, th. leader is still
responsible to make certain that the work is done.

To know what modvates people is just the first step. Afl "excellent leader" will take
their knowledge of their followers and use it to build their commitrnent to the work they are
dolng. Goal-directed and a pulpose are important factors in motivadon. A perceptive leader
recognizes this and will help the individual set challenging yet realistic goals.

Summan'

Volunteers and motivation work together Iike fingers and a thumb. Knowing how to
understand the underhing motivation and then using that motivadon to insprre
serve and to condnue to serve is the role of the leader.
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a

volunteer to

Motivation that initiates an acdon to volunteer is dependent on culture, a specific need
or a need to help. Determining if that iflitial motivation is what induces a person to continue to
volunteer is the major focus of this study. Length of commitment to a program and faith u,ill
also be assessed.

A final consideration of this study is how a volunteer

viervs his or her value to

the organization and how they feel valued by that orguntzation.

All of the motivational theodes discussed represented at least one of the five
charactenstics of the nature of motivation. (See pages 10-11). They were either

1.

Goal-directed \rdth a purpose, or

2.

A personal compoflent dependent on the individual, their background, energy
level or their state of need, or

3.

A "goal-feedback" ptocess allowing the percon to move through a time of
personal confusion, or

4.

Can onlv be

5.

Culturalvariations which may moderate the way mouvadon is expressed.

infered by the actions of the indir.idual, or

The funcdons or dependent factors of volunteering identified by volunteers and
assessed

in the VFI indicated both the various modvation theodes and the charactenstics of

motivation. Understanding these pnnciples and recognizrng that retaining volunteers is
necessalT part

a

of a successfi.rl volunteer program is the work of the leader.

The VFI has proven to be a usefi,rl tool in understandrng motivation.

It ser/es as a way

of condensing much of motivadon theofl, into pracucal language and applicauon. For this
reason, the fi-rnctional understand.ing of rrclunteering is the focus of this studv. By using an

instrument already validated as a measurement for volunteer modvadon, it is hoped that it will
also be useful for determinurg

if a volunteer's modvation

steady,
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changes over time or

if it remains

The VFI was augmented by several questions to discover if faith was a factor in
volunteer modvation. Several open-ended questions were included to determine how the
volunteets vieuzed theit volunteet ser:rrice, and

if th"y

saw their value in relationship to their

motivation. Included were questions about the training received and how appreciatiofl was
shown to the volunteer.

One final point of interest was length of the volunteer program itself. Gidron (as cited
by Bakatsa & Lea, 2002), spoke of the convenience of the time and place to volunteer. The
UPS srudy also indicated that time to volunteer and time used wisely by the orgafizadon were
factors affecting the willingness of people to volunteer. Though time was an important issue,
none of the studies indicated that the length of the prografi\ to which a volunteer was

committing, influenced their willingness to volunteer. Because time and priorides are often at
odds with each other in the 21" century, I wanted to see

if short-tefln

programs, udth minimal

time speflt volunteering might be a motivating factor for some volunteers. To do this,
questions were included about the length of the programs and an opefl-ended quesdon was

included to discover

if progtam length was a factor to the volunteers.
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Chopter

3

IvIETHODS

The primary pupose of this research is to discover what motivates a person to
volunteer rninally and then to determine if that initial motivation remains the same or changes
over time. The initial testing of the VFI was done on a gtoup of volunteers because it was
presumed that they would "possess modvadons relevant to volunteedsm"(C1"ry et. al, 1998,
pg.1519). For this reason, I looked for a group of volunteets, who had volunteered for a long
period, in an otgatlrzanon that had both long and short-term volunteer opportunities.
Sample

The study u/as conducted at the agency known as Volunteers Enlisted to Assist People

flfEAP). VEAP has

a

long history of senice to the communities of Richfield, Edina and

Bloornington, Ivlinnesota. Foundedin 1973 by 13 churches in fuchfield, the mission of VEAP
is to help "individuals in our coffununity who caflflot financiallv, physically, or emodonally

provide for their own rvell-being." It is truly a neighbor helprng neighbor human senrice
agency focusing on the problems of hunger, the ongorng effects of poverty, isolation and
disabiJiry.

It is a nofl-profit

agenc,v, whose target

population is based on residency, need and

lack of personal resources. The funding for VEAP comes from grfts of dollars, goods and
sen'ices from businesses, go\rernment, farth communides, foundad.ons, organizauons, schools
and individuals.

VEAP

has ahvays been a volunteer dr{ven agenc}'. Because of its long history

of

volunteer senrice, VEAP has a large, r,olunteer base with many of the r.olunteers sen ing for
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over twenty years. This

lrtg.

base

of long-term volunteers and both long and short-reffn

programs made VEAP a good agency to srudy. Another factor influencing

th. choice of

VEAP is that the office is located near my home. This expedited the research process, allowing
me to deliver the cover letter and questionnaires by hand, and to pick up the responses at the
office. Working with VEAP made it possible to leam about the people who volunteer in

m1,

community and how they feel about their contdbution.

VEAP was intetested in this study also. Th.y hope to use the informadon collected
when they apply for gtants and in volunteer recruitment" Because of therr desire for the
information, VEAP allowed me to use theu database in any wav that rvould help my study and
aid them in finding th* information they wanted.

Th"y did tlus without g..rng me access to

their data preserwing the privacy of the volunteers.

A sample of one hundred fifty people was dtawn from a list of volunteers who had
worked in the past three years. This group was used to insure a higher rate of deliverable
letters. The resulting list was seventeen pages long. The number fourteen was chosen at

random from the numbers one to seventeen by a worker in the \rEAP office. Every
foutteenth name on the list was chosen to be part of the sample. One hundred frfty people
u/ere chosen as a workable and affordable number for this study. Because the study was being

conducted off site and not in my presence, I hoped to receive a 30 percent response or 45 in
total.

Instrument
The VFI was chosen as a basis for this study because of its validiw and usefi.rlness. (See

Appendix for original VFI). This test was created to determine an individual's mouvation. The
quesuonnaire was a shortened and modified version of the VFL Two quesnons were chosen

from each of the slx areas that the VFI identified
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as modvauonal characteristics

of volunteers.

The original testing utilized factor analysis. The trvo statements that loaded the lughest for
each functional characteristic were the questions chosen to be included on mv questionnnire.
(See

Appendix for questionnaire). The questions were numbered throughout the questionnaire

in relatively the same way

as

th.y were on the VFI. Eight additional statements were added

using the same wording style as in the ongrnal

VFI

statements.

Faith, as a specific value though not identified bv the

VFI and not rndicated

as a

motivational theory, still appeared to influence volunteering and the location of volunteer
work. In addition to the literature and statistics, personal experience made this aspect of
motivation of interest to me. In addition, because churches in the commurut)' onginallv
founded \,IEAP,

it

seemed logical to assume that maflv of the current volunteers would view

their faith or church as a motivating factor for their involvement. For this reason, faith was
included in the research. Two questions were included to determine

if

farth was a contributing

factor to a volunteer's motivation. They were number eleven, 'Voluntee.ing is a rvay to
express my personal faith" and number nineteen,

"N{I religtous communitr,' expects me to

volunteer."

Gidron wrote of the context factor of volunteer rvork (crted in Bakatsa &.Lea,2002),
or the convenience of the time and place to volunteer. The UPS (1998) studv confi.rmed that
trme was a definite factor in whv people volunteered, includurg

if thev believed their dme was

being well utilized by the organizatlon th.y were serv-ing. To assess this concept in the sample

from VEAP two statements were added. They were number slt, "lUv time is not wasted by

VEAP" and number fifteen; "The programs

are well organized."

To check the influence of the

length of the particular volunteer activitl', quesdons number serrenteen and eighteen were
included. They were

"I

enjov volunteenng for short periods of dme" and

to do the same tlpe of work over a long penod of dme."
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"I

enjoy being able

One fiflal possible influence that may or mav not contribute to
wilLngness to condnue to volunteet is the agency itself. This is

a

a

volunteer's

variable with er-en'

orgattization and even within an organizadon, because different work requfues different
training. In addition, each ageflsy has its own way of showing appreciation ro its' volunteers.

Training and shoudng appreciation is a function of the leader and indicates how

a r.,olunteer is

perceived by the ageflcy. The two questions used to measure the leadership of \IEAP were

number four,

"I receive awards

and recogrution for my volunteer work," and number twenlv,

"My training was thorough and useful."
The questionnaite was divided into two columns. The directions explained that the left
column was to determine how important or accurate the statements were in describirg their
reason(s) for beginmng to volunteer at VEAP. The right hand column was to determine how

important ot accurate the statements were in describing therr reason(s) for continuing to
volunteer.

All twenty questions were rated from

1 (not at all accurate or important) to 5

(extremely accurate or imporant)

Following th. tu/enty statements were fiilo open-ended statements. The fust one had
two Parts elicinng a response to what rvas the most valuable and usefi.rl part of the trarning, and
what was the least valuable part of the training. The second starement rvas to find out why
those who no longer volunteer at

VEAP stopped volunteering.

(See

Appendlx).

FinaIIy, the respondents were asked to list the areas where they have ever volunteered.
This, rn addinon to the fwo statements in the instrument, was to see

if short or long-term

Programs had anv influence on the volunteers' reasons for staying or leaving. The
demogtaphic questions, besides determining
ans\r/ers

th. gender of the respondent, included

for age, education, and income.
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ranges

of

To encourage

a higher response,

th. modified VFI

was formatted to

fit on the front

and back of a single sheet, including the directions. This made the font size a bit smaller, but

it

allowed the tool to be shorter rn length and not appear to be overvhelrning. (See Appendlx).
Research Design

The matedal was sent from the \rE.A.P office in thefu envelope and contained a cover
lefter, (See Appendix) erplaining the pqpose of the study and some rnitial directions, the
assessment

tool and a stamped, retuffl envelope addressed to the VEAP office. This u/as to

insure the anonymity of the sample gtoup and my privacy. The VEAP office gtaciously

offered to fold, stufl addtess, stamp and mail the material.

In addition, a week before the questionnaire was mailed, the Volunteer Coordinator
for VEAP sent a post-card to each person in the sample asking hnm or her to participate. (See
Appendix, IRB approved correspondence). She emphasized that their participadon was
voluntary and they were assured that their personal information was kept confidential. The
mailing was completed on March 28m and thev were asked to return the questionnaire by Apnl
10m.

The short time to retum the questionnaire was to encourage the volunteers to return

them as quicklv as possible.
Although the questionnaire uras formatted exacdl- as I designed it rvhen glven to the
J

copy center on a disk, the results were not what I wanted. Unfortunately,

I did not discover

this problem until I began receiving the responses. Question number rwelve was missing the
final word and question fifteen u/as moved to the top of the second page, instead of at the end

of the first. Because of this, many people missed that quesdon completelv.
Along udth a fulI sample of the VFI, Dr. Clary sent me a copy of the "scorecard" they
had used for assessing the responses of the

VFI. The scorecard made it possible to view the

responses to each item investigated for every respondent. (See Appendix)
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Not only was the

scorecard valuable rn tabulating the sum of the tesponses of each statement,

it made it possible

to easily comPate the answers fot each ifldividual in every area. This allowed me the abiliry to
view how each person responded to specific functions, or if they only responded to a few
statements.

The data was entered in the SPSS statistical program for analvsis and tabulation. The
numbers indicated on the two questions fot each categorv of the VFI were added together to
create a scale reflecting the impottance of each function. Because many of the people only

responded to a few of the statements afld not to all of them, it was difficult to fi.nd a pattem in
the responses for the volunteer's motivation. In an attempt to alleviate this problem, the
responses were re-coded. The responses from one to five
statements were totaled.

fot each of the nvo-paired

Ary combined total answer from ofle to three

inaccurate or unimportaflt.

was labeled, relatively

A total from four to six was labeled moderate

seven to ten was labeled relatively accurate or

and a total from

impotant. Any unafls\r/ered statemeflts were

labeled not answered and were not included in the findings.

Combining items to create a scale focuses attendon on each function and makes the
data easier to observe and to calculate percentages, but

it does

cause some loss

of the nuances

of the information gathered. The combining eliminates some specifics, but is a way to group
the information into a more usable form.

The final question was to discover what jobs these volunteers were doing or had done

in the past. There were erght ma;or categodes in this secdon, with only fourteen people failing
to ansrfr/er it. Ivfost of the volunteers gave more than one answer, but often their answers u/ere

for the same work, but for a different reason. One person delivered meals for Thanksgiving,
Chnstmas and Easter as a seasonal volunteer. This is compared to someone rvho delivered
Meals on Wheels weekly, called a driver. The short-terrn volunteer work was labeled
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"Seasoflal". This is the work done for the holiday meals, back to school program, and the

communiti garden.
Summary

The volunteers from VEAP were a good source to test. Illost of them had a long
history of volunteer rvork at VEAP and in other areas. \rEAP was a good resource for
volunteers because of their varied programs, giving volunteers a multiple choice of rvhere thev

would like to serve. The long and short-term programs allow the volunteers to choose how
much trme and energv they wrsh to contd,bute.
The VFI became a starting place to study the modvation of this group of volunteers.
is a valid and reliable instrument. In addition,

it should

It

assist rn identiS'ing changes over time

for a volunteer.
The method of the study was adequate for this study and met the req ,itements

of

assuring anonvmiqv of the respondents. My hope was that 30 percent of the people would
respond to the questionnaire. Eighry-four quesnonnaires, or 56 percerit,'were retumed,

although two of them were totalll' blank. One person sent a letter along with the blank
quesuonnaire explaining why

it did not applv to her. Thrs was an extremely high tetum. The

VEAP volunteer coordinator did not anticipate such a high response and rvas very proud of
her volunteers and their participation.s

' If it had been possible to adrninister the questionnaire in person with a group, the results might have had
more depth because they would be "forced" to respond to all the statements. Often people would only
respond to one or two of the statements. It is assumed these are the statements that they believed were
relevant to them. However, no response is a response especially if they took the time to answer the
demograph ic questions.
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Chapter I

RESULTS

The eighty-fo* people who responded to the questionnaire displayed a wide
variation of age, educational level and income. VEAP has no data on the lrolunteers
regarding these items; therefore, it is not possible to know

if

the people who responded are

a

true ctoss-section of alI the volunteers who sefi/e at VEAP.
The tables sulrrlnartze the responses of those who answered each part of the
questionnarre. The percentages indicate the percentage of those rvho did answer each
statement. Only 32 of the returned questionnaires or 38 percent were completed fuIly,

including the misplaced statement fifteen. Of those thirty-t',vo, three did not have any
response for why th*y condnue to volunteer. Many people completed parts of the first
section on why th.,u began to volunteer at VEAP. Horvever, many of these same people did

not respond to any of the statements on why they continue to volunteer at VEAP, or only
chose to answer. a few of the statements.

If

there rvas no response,

th" total number for

secdon will decrease, but the percentages are based on the number of responses and not

each
tJre

total number of returned quesuonnaires.
Demogtaphics

The follo*ing tables show the demographic information that was gathered about the
group of respondents.
Table

l:

Cender

NLJMBER (%)
Male

2t (28)

Female

53 (72)
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The Independent Sector's 2001, teport on the 1998 Gallup Surrerr shorved that
among adults, 46 petcent of women and 42 percent of males volunteer. Although, this gtoup

of volunteers is different from what is consideted "flormal," it may just exemplify the older
age of this group, or may be the result of randomization. Because

orgaflizadon,

VLAP is a social service

it might not offer the type of volunteer work that would attract men. VEAP

may also have fewer men volunteers, or the men were less Iikely to answer the questionnaire.
Table 2: Age
Age Range
r 8-25
26-35

3645

Number (%)
0 (0)
7 (4\
4 (5)

46-55
s6-65

1s (1e)

66-'15

26 (33)

75+

19 (24)

t2

(

15',1

The age of the volunteers in this studv ranged ftom tweflrv-six to seventy-five or
more. I.Jo respondent from eighteen to twenty-five years indicates that $flilson's (2000)
observation that volunteering tends to fall dunng the transition from adolescence to
adulthood is probably true. The Independent Sector's (2000) assessment was that the peak
age

fot volunteering is for those aged 55-64. That is near what the numbets for tlus group

indicates, however, this group was a bit older than would be expected with 50 percent

of

them sixty-six years or older. This may be a typical sample ftom VEAP or it may just
indicate that the older people took the time to respond.
Tabk J: Edarution
Education

Number (%)

High School

(19)
(19)
25 (33)
22 (2e)
14

Some College
College Degree
Crad uate/Profess i on al f)esree

14

The educational background of this group is higher than I antrcipated, but it may
represeflt the human capital phenomenon that Wilson (2000) suggested was a factor in
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volunteering. From this table, it is possible to see that 62 percent of those ansrvering the
question had a college degree or more. This seems to be a high number urhen considering
the age of this group of people and that more of them are women. This appears to

contradict Wilson's (2000) comment that men

br-g more human capital with them than

women do to therr volunteer work.
Tabh 1: Income
Income
Under S20.000
s20,001-40-000
$40.001-70.000
s70.001-100.000

Number (%)

s 100.001- 150.000

4 (6\
0 (0)

2 (J)

t7 (27)
?s (10)
r1

$ 150.001-200.000
$200.001 & above

(/8)

3 (J)

The income of this gtoup is centered near the "middle income" bracket, although

one-fifth of these volunteers had incomes of under $40,000. It is interesring to note that 25
petcent decided not to indicate their income level.
Volunteer Functions Inventorr,'
The main purpose of this srudy was to learn if the mouvation that origrnally drives
an individual to volunteer, is the same motivation that compels them to condnue to

volunteer. The functions are an attempt to measure motivation or tendencv to volunteer in
the ind.ividual. The following tables will show the function or functjon,
as

*r,

people rndrcated

important to them when they began to volunteer. These origrnal functions will be

compared rvith what the volunteer's say is their reason to condnue volunteering.

As indicated in the previous chapter these responses were re-coded. The responses for
each of the truo-paired statements were totaled.
was labeled low on the tables, represenurg

,

Ary

combrned total answer ftom ofle to three

function of litde importance to the volunteers. A

total from four to six was labeled moderate or of some importance. A total from seven to ten
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was labeled high or relatively important for those who responded. Anv unanswered statements

rrere not included in the number of tesponses.

The ualuts function is defined as a way to express important values such

as

humanitadanism, altruism, etc. For example, a person may donate blood during a crisis
because

th.y feel the need to do something to help others, or donate tovs at Christmas

because

th.y have so much for which they are thankful. The two statements used to indicate

the ualue function u/ere:

3.

I am conceflted about those less fornrnate than myself.

8.

I am genuinely concerned about the particulat group I am serving.
Table

5: Values: Reatow to Volsnleer

Lorv
Moderate
Hieh

Number (%)
2 (2)
e

(/1)

70 (87)

This table represeflts the answers grven for rvhy th*y first began to volunteer. It is
easy

to see that

aa/ues

is an important function for these volunteers. Fourteen of the 15

people, or 93 perceflt, in the 46-55-age range marked values as extremely important. Eighty

percent of those sixty-six to sevenry-five or older also answered this as extremely important.
I.Jinety-two percent of those with college degtees or higher felt that

ualaes, especially

statement number three, was important or extremely important as a reason to begrn

volunteering. The questions relating to the function a{

ua/ues as a

modvational factor were

the ones answered most frequently by those who responded to onlv parts of the
questionnaire.

The next table considers the aalae function as a reason to continue volunteertng.
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Tab/e

6: I,/alaet: Reatons to Continae L'olunteeing
Number (%)
0 (0)
6 (e)
62 (9t\

Lorv
Moderate
Hieh

Both of these tables clearly exempli4/ that the

aalues

function was imporranr for these

volunteers, both when th.y began to volunteer and as they condnue to volunteer. Though
the total number was lourer, a higher percentage of those who answered the continuing part

of the questionnaire felt that exemplifuing their values was a reason th.y continued to
volunteer.
The anderstandingfunction allows people to learn new skills and understanding or to
use skills, knowledge or abilities

th.y already

possess (Clary et al., 1998). (Jnderutandingnot

only allows a person to understand people and the organtzation they serrre, but it gives them
an oPPortufllry to understand themselves better @llir, 1996). The three statements nor

included in this study, that Clary et

a1., (1998)

included rn their assessment of the anderstanding

function, drsplay the other aspects of understanding. Th.,v are: 'Yolunteering lets me learn
things through direct, hands on experience;"

people;" and

"I

can learn how to deal

with a variety of

" I can explore my own stengths" (Clarev et al., 1998, pg. 1520). The two

statements used in this study to indicate the understanding hncdon rvere:
12.

I can

learn more about the cause for which

I am working.

14. Volunteering allows me to gain a new perspective on things.
Tabh 7: Underctanding Rcason to Volunteer
Number (?6)
6 (8)
3e (50)
33 (12)

Lou'
Moderate

High

The anderstanding function was less than one-half as important to this group as the
ualuu function when

th.y began to volunteer. However, this uras the second highest function
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given for begrnning to volunteer. Statement number fourteen was answered as important or
exuemely important bv 49 percent of those aged 66 or older and by 74 percent of the
women, compared with only 29 petcent of the men. This may indicate that these older
volunteets and women recognized that th*y had skills to offer that not only could be used to
help others, but also would offer them an opportunity to change their focus.
Table 8: Underctanding

Rranw to Continue Volmteting
Number (%)
4 (tr)
36 (iJ)
27 (40)

Low
Moderate
Hieh

The understanding function remained quite similar as a reason for beginning to
volunteer and for continuing to volunteer. It may be that as these people continued to
volunteet they realized that thev u/ere learning about other people and gaining insight into

their own lives and into the lives of others.
The soda/ function measures the importance of a persofl's desite to strengthen their
social reladonshipr. The t'wo statements used to indrcate the sorial function were:
2. I\Iy friends volunteet.

15. People

I am close to want

me to volunteer.

Taltle 9: Sodal: Reasons to V'o/snteer

Low

Number (%)
52 (6e)

Moderate

t7 (23)

tlieh

6 (8)

Tabk l0: Social: Rcasons to Continue I'rolunleeing
Number (%)
44 (67)

Lorv
Moderate
Hieh

t5 (23)
1 (11)
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T'he sodal functiofl was not very important for most of this group of volunreers rvhen

th.y began to volunteer. For only one respondent drd the
important over the time of

}rrs

soria/

function become more

volunteet experience. To the statement about friends

volunteering, he responded as not impotant as a reasofl he began to volunteer and

fid not

respond to statement number sixteen at all. In the section on why he continued to volunteer

howevet, his tesponse was one number higher regarding his friends volunteered, but he
indicated that the people he was close to want him to volunteer as important. It may be
assumed that this over seventy-five ye r old volunteer had developed relationsHpr, either

with his co-workets, the staff or perhaps the people he was helping, which made the

social

function of volunteering more important to him. However, for many of these older
volunteers it appears that th.y must not view thet volunteer activiry as a way of building
social reladonshipr.

The mreer function is related to the individual's abiJity to leam a new skill or gaining
experience. The two statements used to rndicate the Mreer function were:

1.

Volunteering can help me get my foot rn the door at a place where I rvould like
to rvork.

10.

I can make

new contacts that might help m1, business or career.
Tab/e /

/: Career Rcasow lo l./o/unteer
Number (%)

It

Lou

7t (92\

Moderate
Hieh

6 (8)

a@)

appears that the age of the sample is clearly seen in their answer to the questions

regarding career. Over 90 percent of those who responded did not see volunteering as a way

to get their foot in the door, or to make new contacts. These numbers staved the same when
asked

if

they continued to volunteer to help their career.
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Table l2:Carcer Rcasons to Continse l,:ahnteeing
Number (%)
60 (92)
5 (8)
0 (0)

Low
Moderate
Hieh

It would be expected that this sample of mosdy older voluflteers would not view
building their career or learning fle\r/ skills as afl impotant factot in their volunteer work.
This would help validate the VFI as a reliable tool to assess the motivation of volunteers.
The proteiliue function is measuring the tendenry to protect the ego from negative
features of the self, or to help the individual relieve

thet

feelings of lonehness or guilt. The

two statemeflts used to indicate theprotectiae function of volunteering u/ere:

7.

IrJo matter

9.

Bv volunteering,

how bad I've been feeling, volunteering makes me feel better.

I

feel less lonely.
Table I J: Protediae: Rrasons to Volanteer
Number (%)

Low

r0 (13)

Moderate
Hieh

45 (58)
23 (29\

The pmtectiue function as a modvation to

b.g,

volunteering is important to 29 percent

of these volunteers. Though this is much lower than the ualues function for those who
responded to these statements,

it is an important function to this group of volunteets. It

is

interesting to note that when the protective funcuon is checked against gender, both the men
and women had about the same responses.

Table l1: Protectiue Function and Cender
Male (%)
3 (16\
l r (58)
s (26J

Lou'
Moderate

Hish

Female (%)

6(i2)
30 (5e)

ts (29\

The pmtecliue funcdon becomes a bit more important as people connnue to volunteer
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Tabh l5: Protectiae: Rcatow to Continae L"olanteeing
Number (%)

Low

7

(r0)

3e (J8)

Moderate
High

7t

(3

t\

This may indicate that as they age the volunteers come to value their volunteer
experience as away to maintain their self-esteem, or to get their focus

off themselves and

redirect their interest to others.
The enhanrcment function relates to how the volunteer seeks to grow and develop
psychologrcally through their involvement in volunteering. The two statements used to

indicate the enhanftm€fit function were:

5.

Volunteering makes me feel important.

13. Volunteering increases my self-esteem.
Table t 6: Enhancemen!: Rtasons to Volunteer

Number (%)
2s (32)

Low
Moderate
High

39

(i0)

14

(/8)

The enhaficerilefit function had only modest importance on wh1, people began to

volunteet Enhanrcmenl was regatded

as

not ve4' accurate or important for all ages and both

genders. These percentages also held true regardless

of the educadon level and income.

Table 17: Enhancemenl: Rcatons to Continue l,'olanteeing

Moderate

Number (%)
20 (J0)
33 ts})

Hi.sh

t3 (20)

Low'

The erhancement function remained as a nominal factor on people and their
modvadon to continue to volunteer. This is probably a true indicator of horv this group of
volunteers felt about this as a modvating factor, but this may also be a culrural issue. The
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people of Minnesota take great pdde in their humility. Although their anonymifi' rvas
assured,

it could be that mafly of

these volunteers would flever admit, evefl to themselves,

that their volunteering was something in which they would take pnde. Perhaps a different
picture would have emerged, if it \r/ere possible to change the wording of these statements or

to include the othm statements of the complete VFI.
Faith
Faith u/as considered a possible modvation factot not assessed by the VFI. For that
reason, two statements u/ere included rn the questionnaire to evaluate

if faith was a factot in

the motivation of these volunteers. Both the Independent Sectot and several other authors
(Greeley , 1,997; Wilson & Janoski

, 1995; Freeman , 1997) noted that faith and chutch

attendance influenced volunteers. That influence includes not only volunteering, but also
where the volunteer acuvity takes place. The MOCVS (2001) facts showed that most

of

Minnesota's voluflteers serve in a religious setdng. In addiuon, several churches founded

VEAP, so involvement at VEAP might be an expression of their participation in their
religious community. The two statements used to indicate if faith were a modvating factor
were:

11. Volunteering is a way to express my personal faith.
19. My religious communiry expects me to volunteer.
Table l8: Faith: Reasons lo Y'o/anteer

Lorv
Moderate

Number (%)
9 (././)
49 (62\

Hish

2t (27\

The response to the faith questions as a motivation to begrn volunteering is almost
the same as the protective function. The next table demonstrates how therr faith affects their
continuing volunteer serwice.
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Table 19: Faith: Rcasons to Continue L.'olantedng
Number (%)

Low

4(O

Moderate

45 (6i)
20 (29)

Hish

Like most of the functions, the importance of farth does not change much during the
course of the volunteer expedence. However, the t'wo statements regatding faith focused on

tq/o different aspects of faith. Freeman (1997) noted that vadous denominadons seemed to
have a greater influence on their members'volunteer acdr,ities, both inside and outside the

church walls. Howevet, "Religrious belief is not syflonymous with church attendance" pukka

& Locke, 2000).
In this study, statement nineteen

u/as used

to determine if the faith community of

each individual was important rn their choosing to volunteer. Statement number eleven

weighed the individual's personal faith. When these two statements u/ere separated from one

anothet, the results appear much different than when th.y are combined.

To represent faith more accurately as the volunteers noted it, the original
measurements will be used. This item was described on the questionnaire as "1 means not at
all accurate or impomant" through "5 means extremely accurate or important". The personal

faith statement was "volunte.rirg is a way to express my personal faith."
Tabk 20: Persona/Faith: Reasons to lr'o/unleer

Not at all Accurate or Important
Not Accurate or Important
Neither Important or Unimportant
Accurate or Impoftant
Extremely Accurate or Important

Number (%)
5 (6)
3 (J/

t6

(2 1)

31 (.t0)
23 (2e)

With this configuration, it is easier to observe t}at personal faith had an impact on
rvhy people initially chose to volunteer. Slxn'-nine percent, over two-thkds, acknowledge

that their personal faith rvas important or very,'important to them urhen they considered their
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reasofls for beginning to volunteer. This makes personal faith the second most important
reasofl for people to

b"S, to volunteer.

The statemerrt concerning their faith communiry as a reasofl to volunteet initially
shows a much different response.
Table

2l: Faith Conmaniry: Rcarons

to Volanteer

Number (%)

Not at all Accurate or Impofiant
Not Accurate or Important
Neither lmportant or Unimportant

4r (5O

Accurate or Important
Extremely Accurate or lmportant

6 (8)
6 (8)

It is possible to see that this group of volunteers

t0 (14)

l0 (/4)

saw volunteering as a way to

express their personal faith. However, thev did not see their faith community as an

appreciable part of their volunteer experience, or tecognize their sen ice as an expectation

that community. I{ote also that only sevenry-three people responded to this statement

of

as

compared to the seventy-eight that responded to the statement on personal faith.
These same trends \n/ere obsenrable when considering the reason these volunteers

continued to volunteer.
Table

22: Peronal Faith: Rcatons to Continue Volanteeing
Number (%)

Not at all Accurate or Important
Not Accurate or Imporlant
Neither Important or Unimportant
Accurate or Important
Extremell' Accurate or Important

PerconalJaith

3 (J)
2 (3)
r 2 (/8)

23 (JJ)
26 (39)

not only staved high as a motivation to condnue tovolunteer,in the

accurate and extremely accurate response it went somervhat higher for some than

it had been

originallv. Except for social, which increased bv one person from begrnning to volunteet to
continuing to volunteer as relatively important, every other motivation function saw the
numbers drop from the beginning of the volunteer activity.
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Though farth is not an "officiaI" rnodvational theorr,, or one identifred in the
functional theory it does seem to be important for the respondents to this questionnaire,
especially the aspect of personal faith. This agrees with the literature that noted that hoth

chutch attendance and being acdve rn the social life of a congregation is a good indicator of

who will volunteer.
Tabk 2J: Faith Comnaniry: Reasoru to Continae Dlolanteeing

Not at all Accurate or Imponant
Not Accurate or Important
Neither lmportant or Unimportant
Accurate or Important
Extremely Accurate or Important

It

Number (%)
37 (58)
7

(tt)

I

(14)

6 (e)
5 (8)

seems that this group of volunteers views their personal faith as their underlying

motive for volunteering and not their membership in a particular church. The importance of
the faith communiry to condnue to volunteer also remained almost unchanged from the
beginntng of therr volunteer service. This is probablv a true indication of horv this group of
volunteers feels about theit faith and their motivation for volunteering, but the wording of
the statement may have caused some confusion. People might not recognize "faith

community" ,r referring to their church, synagogue or mosque.
Volunteer Support
The modified VFI was used to determrne what functions drd this group of people
view as important to their rrunal reason for volunteering and for continurng to volunteer.

Volunteer support is defrned as ambient factors which individuals expect or identifi'

,t

important to them and their willingness to volunteer or to continue to volunteer. The UPS
study (1998) identified several things that voluflteers and those who no longer volunteered
felt were part of these ambient factors. These important contribudons made by the agency

or organizadon influenced their desire to volunteer initially or to continue to volunteer. This
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study identified what the volunteers considered poor management practices. The nvo major
issues were that the program was not well managed and their time rvas not well used.

Not

being thanked was considered an example of poor maflagement, but it was the least

important item in the UPS study.
The VFI was intended to discover the motivation of volunteers. Additional
statements were included on the questionnaire in an attempt to discover and evaluate how
these volunteers view the volunteer maflagemeflt at VEAP. These statements were intended

to help the VEAP organization discover what th*y were doing well or what th.y could
improve to make thefu volunteers understand how VEAP values thefu contribution.
Ttaining and recognition indicate volunteer support from the agency. Leadership was
evaluated by how the volunteers viewed the ptograms in VEAP and how theu dme was
used. The final item evaluated was the length

the willingness of the volunteers to

of the programs at VEAP and theu impact on

b"grt to volunteer and to continue volunteering.

Because

thete were onl,v two statements used to uncover any of these issues in the VEAP
organTzadon, the results are not a measurement

of any scale. However, thev

are an attempt

to discover if these volunteers have any feelings regarding support from the organizatton.
These two statements evaluated volunteer support:

4.

I receive awards and recognition for my volunteer rvork.

20. My training was thorough and useful.
These two statements, though grouped as volunteer support, measure two separate

items. For this reason, th.y will be evaluated as two separate entities.
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Tabh 24: Volanteer Sappart Training comparcd with Rtcognition
Rcason to l,'olunteer

Low
Moderate
Hieh

Recognition and Awards
Number (%)
65 Gn
8 (1.r)
2 (2)

Training
Number (%)
18 (25)
32 {44)
22 (31)

This table identifies what the volunteers believed when th"y began working at VEAP.

At that time, they had no expedence udth any awards or recognition and possiblv no training.
These statements may evaluate what the volunteers believe or know now, but to use this
assessmeflt as why they began to volunteer might not be correct. However,

it is clear that

training was important to these volunteers, especially when compared to recognition or
awatds,

The next table shows what th.y believe about these trwo items now and how th*-v
affect their willingness to condnue to volunteer.
Table

25: Volunteer Sapport

Training compared with Rtcognition as a Rtann to Contiwe to Ltolanteer

Low
Moderate
Hieh

Recognition and Rervards
Number (%)
56 (88)
6(e)

?(3\

Training
Number (%)
r 6(25)

24t38)
23(37)

This table reflects that for the number of respondents to both parts of this question
training continued to be more substantial as both a reason to begin volunteering and to
condnue volunteerrng. However, thete is relativelr'litde change between rvhen this group
began to volunteer and why thev continue to volunteer and the recognition or rervards that
they received.

If values and faith

are major factors affecting this group of volunteers,

it

seems

reasonable to exPect that rewards are not importaflt to them. They create therr own
apprecianon bv the value they receive in working. Like the
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enhancemenl

function, however,

attitudes toward recogrution and rewards may be a cultural indicator. This group mav believe
or were brought up to serve as afl expression of their care and conceffr for their fellows and

not as a meafls of self-aggtandizement.

An open-ended quesrion was included to discover what the volunteers felt was
valuable about their uaining, and what was not valuable. The first question about their
maining was: Describe briefly what was the most valuable and usefi.rl part of your uaining.

The responses were compiled and gtouped together to make them easier to
understand and to tabulate. The following table shows their responses.
Table

26: Valxe ofTmning
Number (%)

No Training Given or Required

18 (2,r)

Orientation/The Staff/ The Program
Clear or Wriften Directions
Learning About the Client
Leaming by Doing/No Training
Answer Not Clear
Don't remember/Other

12 (1 s)

l0 (/2)
r0 (/2)

s(o
2 (2)
2 (2)

Of the frfty-mne people who responded to this question, it
agency or

seems that either

in this

with this group, training was not an important issue. VEAP Volunteer

Coordinator, Jamie Cooper reports that about 98 percent of all the volunteers go through an
onentation before receiving their training. It is not clear, if they were separating th.
orientation from the trairring, or if they vieured all of it as training.
Several people mendoned that the only training th*y received was "joining a $oup

and learning as we weflt along",

It appeared that for those people this was a good way to

learn.

The "ansu/er not clear" category was created to represent answers which seemed to
demonstrate what th.y liked best about their work, rather than what was most valuable

about their training. "To see gratitude and joy from others," was one woman's answer, along

l1

with "knorving I was needed." This rnay have been the most valuable thing she learned rn
training, but it is unclear if it rvas part of her training or what she now knows about her value
to VEAP.
Thete u/ere fewet total responses to the second statement in respect to the least
valuable part of their training and to the number of answers glven. The open-ended question
was: Describe briefly what was the least valuable part of yout training.
Tahle 27: L-east Valuahle Part of Training

Other

Number (percent\
2 (2)
2 (2\
5 (6)

Don't Remember

5{O

No Training
All of It was Valuable

Only foutteen people tesponded to the question of what was least valuable. Of those
fourteen, two said they had no training, which was consistent with their answer to what was
most valuable, and two said,

"dl of it was valuable." The low number of responses to this

question might indicate that thev were generally positir,,e about the training th*y received.
Because a direct question of whether the respondent was still volunteering or not
was not included

in the questionnaite, it is impossible to know if the people who had

a

negative experience with the uaining were no longer volunteering. Therefore, this group

of

volunteers did not represent those people. This may be a better question to ask at the end of
the ttaining, to get both the positive and negative opinions of the training. Ir'Ianv of these
volunteers were long time volunteers and it is very likell'that they did not remember
anything that they rvould consider not rmportant rn their training.
The "other" complaints about the training were "tJpical" complaints that could be
heard in anv situation. "'We started late, waitrng for late comers," and "reading the manual,"
are responses that could be heard following any business meedng. One person complained

t2

about another volunteer who was in charge of an area who called extra meetings. This
probably had nothing to do with the initial orientation and training glven by VEAP, but it is
obviously a sore point \rdth this person.
One woman reported, "f.Jo one discussed job-this was years ago-I relied mosdv on
my coworkers". None of these responses is earth shaking and all five of these people are still
volunteering at VEAP. I menuon them because these five are 33 percent of all the people

who responded to this question, therefore, theit responses are valuable.
The way VEAP used the volunteets and their time was used to assess the VEAP
leadetship. Wasted time had been a factor for the youth princeton Youth Survey, 1999)

affecting their willingness to volunteer. Pearce (as cited by Bakatsa & Lea,2002), thought
that an older adult's attitude toward their work had more impact on their retendon. In the
same source, Gidron thought that job sausfacuon depended on how older adults felt their

time uras being used by the orgarization. The t"vo statements used to discover what the

VEAP volunteets felt about the program and horv their time was used were:

6.

My trme is not wasted

b1-

VEAP.

15. The programs are well organized.
Statement number fifteen is the statement that was mistakenly placed at the top

of

the second page, before the repeated directions. This statement had no response from 48
people, or 57 percent, the highest

"flo response" to any of the statements. Therefote, though

there were two statements attempting to drsco\rer how the VEAP leadership planned their
programs, quesdon number six rnfluenced the results by more than half. For this reason,
these two questions have been separated, also.
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Tabk 28: Progmn Organiiation s-r l-,eadership: Rtasons to I'olunteer

Lorv
Medium
Hieh
Total Number

Time
Number (%)
6 (8)

Organization
Number (%)
3 (8)

t6 (20\
(72\

r6 (4i)
17 (17)

79

36

57

It is clear that not having their time wasted was more important than how the
programs were organtzed. However,

if

the programs were not well orgaruzed it rvould seem

that their tjme would be wasted, so this may be opposite sides of the same coin.
As reasons to condnue to volunteer, these two items take a fwist. Although the time
issue remains constant, the progxam organtzation appears to become more

impotant.

Comparing the percentages, because the numbers ate not an accurate assessment, it is clear
that progtam otganizataofl has become more of an issue for more people as they condnue to

volunteer.
Tabh 29: Program OrganiTaxion

qi

l-eadership: Rcasow to Conlinue L/olanteenng

Time
Number (%)

(6i

Organization
Number (%)
I (J)

Loru

4

Moderate
High

t4

48 (73)

24 (77)

TotalNumber

66

3l

(2 rJ

6 (20\

Time was important or extremely important to 72 percent of the college graduates
and by 64 percent of those rvith a graduate or professional degree. Another interesnng

fi*dirg was that the time

issue was important

The final thing assessed

for ever), range of rncome.

b,v t}ns quesuonnaire rvas the

length of the programs, and

the time commrtment made by the volunteers. Jamie Cooper reports that all of the programs
are short-term, seasonal or have

[tde time comrnitment, except for the food shelf. Each

allows the volunteer to choose how much time they wish to donate.

day

aweek, a

A driver may work one

month or onlv when needed. The seasonal volunteer works at Christmas
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area

preparing

Fft

zndf or food baskets, or in August helprng parents choose the things necessa$'

for their children for school. A holiday meal delivery trtay deliver iust one meal on one
holiday in a year, or more ftequently.
The volunteers were asked to list where th.y served and their responses are reported
on the following table. Many volunteers gave mote than one answer, but often the additional
ansu/ers were

in the same area of service. The statement used to elicit this information was:

Area(s) in which

I currendy volunteet ot

have volunteered at VEAP.

Table J0: Areas of Volanteer Sentice

Number (%)

Driver
Food Shelf
Holiday Meal Deliverr

16

(ie)

12 (t 1)

Seasonal

t4u7)
r1(iJ)

Intake
Board/Church Representativef und Rai ser
Other

7 (8)
7 (8)
3 (1)

How impotant do the volunteers view the length of time th.y are needed to fulfill
their commitrnent to these programs? The two statements used to gather their input about
program length were:
17.

I enjoy volunteering for short periods of

18.

I enjoy being able to do the same type of work over a long period of time.
Table

]l:

time.

Program l-,ength: Reanns to Volanteer

Number (%)

Low

5 t7)

3e (i3)
29 {40)

Moderate
Hieh

Progmm length does appear to be a factor for these volunteers. The next table
indicates

if the volunteers who condnued to serve still

appreciate the length of the programs.

Again as in the social function, there rvas one more person to rvhom program length became
more impottant as thev volunteered, than it had been initially.
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Table J2: Pmgmn l-ength: Rtanm to Conlin*e L"olunteering

Number ( %)

Low
Moderate

3

High

3A

Separating th* two statemeflts to see

important to these volunteers showed only
said they enjoy volunteering

4(O
t (48)
U6)

if long or short

^

programs were the most

tiny variation. Si"qv percent of the respondents

fot short pedods

as

impottaflt or extremelv accurate or

important. Being able to do the same tFpe of work ovet a longer period was important or
extremely accurate or important to 70 percent of the volunteers. This would seem to indicate

that they like both long and short programs, but it is mote likely a problem with how the
statements were worded. The statements referred to the "period of dme" and not to the

length of the program. It may be that people enjoyed serving at one project, over and over,
that did flot take a lot of time, which is why some people had been drivers for over twenty
yearc.

One last issue that the questionnaire attempted to address was the teasons why those
urho had volunteered rn the past, no longer volunteered. Only eighteen people answered this
question, but theu answers u/ere consistent with rvhat the ]iterature mentioned as significant
factors affecting why people stop volunteerrng. The statement used to obtain this

informatiofl was: If you are no longer volunteering at VEAP, what are your reasons?
Table

JJ: Wfu I

no longer aolanleer

No Response
Health/Age

Not Asked/Busv u'hen Asked
Volunteering at Other Places
Wasted mv Time,tJot Reallv Needed
Lack of Time
Moved Aual
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Number (%)
66 (77)
6 (7\
2 (2)
4 (j)
3 (4)
1

(/)

I

(1)

Health and age would be anticipated as a reason why these people did not cond.nue
to volunteer, when appraising the age of the majority of the respondents. It is assumed that
the large numbet of people, who did not tespond, indicates that most of the people who
responded to this questionnaire were still volunteering.

The follo*ing table shows the ranking of the functions studied for this gtoup of
volunteers. These percefltages represent only the "high" rad.ng of each categorT ot the

relatively accurate or important designated by the questionnairs, but their order would
remain the same if they were ranked inversely from the "low" petcentage.
Table

i4: Ranking of Functions for

Volanteering and Continilng to Volanteer

Functions

Reasons to Volunteer

Reasons to Continue to Volunteer

Values
Understanding
Protective

Number (%)
70 (87\
33 (4]\
23 (29)

Number (%)
62 (e1)
27 (40)

r4 (i 8)

13 (20)
7 (11\
0 (0)

Enhancement
Social
Career

6 (8)

0 (0)

This cleady indicates that the

ualaes

2t (31)

function is the most important motivation for

these people. Values are more than twice as important as a reason to begin volunteering than

any other function. After this initial jump, the remainders of the functions are dispersed

almost equidistantly from one another in approximately the same tatio. The percentage on
ualues,

protrctiue, enhancemerut and rudalfunctions does increase as a reason

to cofltinue to

volunteer, but except for sorial the total number of people who gave higher responses
actually decreased. This makes

it difficult to draw anv true conclusions about

these

functions, and their importance as a reason to continue. The real discover,y in this

information is that the initial motivation for volunteering drd not change over time.

If personal faith were inserted into this table, it would

be the second most

impotant

motivation for both wh.r' these people began to volunteer and *hy th*y continue to
volunteer.
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Table J5: PersonalFaith compared witb L'alues Fanction

Functions

Reasons to Volunteer

Reasons to Continue to Volunteer

Values
Personal Faith

Number (%)
70 (87)
54 (6e)

Number (%)
62 (91\
49 (71)

From this study, it is difficult to conclude if personal faith is a demonstradon of
values, or

if values and personal faith

are two separate entities. Horvever, personal faith has

a

definite impact on the motivation of these people to volunteer and to continue to volunteer.
Therefore, it may need to be considered as an addrtional factor to be examined and tested in

further studies.
Table

Time
Program Organization
Program Length
Program Training
Recognition and Awards

It should

J6:

V'olunteer Snpport

Reasons to Volunteer

Reasons to Continue to Volunteer

Number (%)
s7 (72)

Number (%)
48 (73\
24 (77\
30 (./6)
23 (37)
2 (3)

t7 (471
29 (40\
22 (31)
2 (2)

be noted that program length, organizadon, and leadership, are weU

intetwined wrth the origrnal six functions that the VFI identified

as reasofls

for

volunteetirg. Though time is an important element rvhen both beginning to volunteer and
continuing to volunteer, program org t\tzauon becomes much more important as the
volunteers assess they willingness to continue to volunteer. Though none of these items is

a

motivational functions per se, thev indicate the bottom line issues confronting the volunteers
on a regular basis.
Summan

The factors measured by the Volunteer Functions Inventogr especially ualue.r
undertlanding and pmtectiae, plus personal faith, time, and program organization all appear to

have had some influence on rvh,v people begin to volunteer and continue to volunteer at

VEAP. Irlotivation is fluid, and outside forces, family life and changes in environment,
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whet}et physical or emodonal, may all affect an individual's wilhngness to work. It

is

important for the leader to develop ptograms and to use people, when th.y are available to
work. The leader cafl structure the volunteer experience so the volunteer rvill know th*y
have benefited the organizadon, the client and the communiry.

It

appears that the rnrtial motivation that compels a person to begin volunteer

service, remains the same over their volunteer expedence. VEAP can use the information

about the initial motivation to advertise and recruit volunteers. By appealing to the values
and personal faith of their volunteet base, th*y will presumably have greater success in their

recnritment efforts. However, it appears that by evaluating th. attirudes of their volunteers,

in relation to how their time is used and how the programs are organized u/ilI be the best
u/ay to retain them.
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Chapter

5

CONCLUSIOI{

Volunteers are an important part of society rnfluencing the economy of the nadon and

of the otganizations they senre. Th.y make a difference in the Iives of rndivrduals and in their
communities. The number of volunteers in the United States is growing and their iob
descriptiofls are becoming more diverse.
'$ile

aheady knew that the best way to recruit volunteers is to ask them. The initial

contact urith

a

potential volunteer cafl come any^where at anltime in any place. The UPS (2001)

study, the MOCVS (2001) and the Independent Sector (2001) confrrmed that asking a person

to volunteer is the primary w^y to recmit volunteers. Another source of volunteers are those
who have been personally assisted by an orgarrlzation (Bakatsa, Anka & Lea, 2000; Ellis, 1996;
Fteeman, 1997).

Other ways to recruit volunteers is to appeal to their faith, their need to develop skills
or build networks or iust for the psychological benefits thev will receive. Horvever, recruitrnent
is just the begrnning of what will hopefully be a long, satisfi,ing relationship wrth a volunteer

and the orgarTtzation they are sen ing.

The benefit of using the functional theory of motivadon is it allows a studv o[ a uride
range of motivational factors.

A conclusion

reached bv the team developing th*

VFI was that

there were three practical applications of the functional theory of modvation. The,v were:

I

People could be recmited by appealing to their own psvchological functions.

r

People will be satisfied volunteers as long as they engage in volunteer activity

that serves their own psychological functions.
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'

People will condnue to serve as long as their psychologrcal functions are being

serred by their service. (Clrry et al., 1998,)
This study appears to confirm their findings.

Motivation to Volunteer
The primary pwpose of this study was to discover how to retain volunteers once th.1'I
had been recrrrited. The first step to accomplishrng this was to discover what modr,,ates

person to volunteer initially and then to determrne

if

a

that iflitial modvadofl stays the same or

changes over time.

The respondents in this study clearly indicated that they began volunteering because of
their values and to undetstand mote about the people they serve. For most of them,
volunteering was a demonstadon of theit personal faith. These responses are consistent udth
what would be expected from any group of volunteers, especially in the United States.

The next purpose of this study was to discovet if the odgrnal motivation that induces
persofl to volunteer remains the same, or changes over time. Initially, I believed that the

motivation would change. The findings did not support that hJpothesis. This group

of

respondents demonstrated that their motivatiofl was the same now, as it had been when th.y
began to volunteer.

There are three possible reasons why there was htde variation in their motjvation

as

anticipated. One reason mav be there was no change. These people have continued to

volunteer at \IEAP for many years for the same reasons thev began to volunteer. Another
reason may be the age of the group responding to this studv. Perhaps a vounger group,

volunteering as a career opporruflif, for example, would find their motivation changing
they leamed more about the organization or the people thev serve.
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as

a

Thrrdly, this study was conducted to collect the information on *h)'volunteers began
to volunteer and why they condnue to volunteer at the same time. Because of this, the
respondents may not temember theu iflitial reasons for volunteedng. Addiuonally, some
these volunteers have been at the agency

of

for over twenry years; and it may be difficult for them

to temember their original motivations over this long time span.

A bettet way to study continuing motivation might be to question volunteers iriti"lly
as they come

into a program. Following this initial study, a follow up study at six months and

then yearly would he a better way to catch a modvational change

as

it occurs, if it occurs. This

might also be a good tool to use in an exit intenriew.

Motivation to Continue to Volunteer
Can a leader use an individual's modvadon to keep him or her willing to continue to

volunteer? In the process of deterrnining

if there

u/as a change

ftom the initial motivation to

volunteer to the motivation that keeps a volunteer returning, there was no means of
assessment. The respondents generally mdrcated that the motivational factors that attracted

them to begin to volunteer did not change over time. Horvever, consider the group

of

individuals who responded to this questionnaire. Theu responses grve us some basis for what

Volunteer Coordinators mrght do to attract and retain volunteers.
First, theu

ualaes,

understandingand personatfatth were their major mouvational functions.

Because of this, volunteers appear to be self-motivated. For this reasofl, it is difficult to assess
the value of using a person's modvation to retain her help. Perhaps, as the literature

determined, volunteers who expectadons were being met condnued sen'ing at VEAP, while
others stopped senring because they did not receive the expected benefits (Clary er al., 1998).
However, both urhen recruiting rrolunteers and while maintaining their acdve parncipadon,
leader can use the volunteer's personal modves to recruit and to retain them.
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a

L/alues, and andersfanding

functions and personalfaith are strong factors that affected the

volunteets. Signs and adverdsements appealing to their values would be an adroit way to

recruit volunteers. As the developers of the VFI noted, using the language that best appealed
to an indrvidual's strongest motivational function was
al., 1998). When

tecruitingin, church bulletin, otin

a

valuable tool in recruitrrrent (Clary- et

any farth community, appealing to an

individual's personal faith and not their relationship to their farth community, should yield

a

higher response. This may be another way to study the appeal of personal faith versus faith

community ifl an authendc manner, without the burden of doing a suffey.

In addition, since the initial motivation appeared to persist in the volunteers, the
leadership of afl orgafiization can capitrlize on this attitude. Bv recognizing that a person u.ill
condnue to volunteer

if they feel th.y are benefitirg ftom their sen ice, a leader will identi$,

and maintiln a volunteer's intetests. This is a significant aspect of motivation that a leader

cannot ignore. Though maintaining programs is an impomant task of a volunteer coordinator,

maintaining the volunteers mav be more imporant. By focusing on what the volunteer
considers impottant factors for their condnued relationship with the organizadon, the leader
can maintain the programs.

Nonetheless,

if there is a high hrrn over of volunteers or if

the,v perceive

their

psychologrcal needs are not being met, then the programs uzill not be maurtarned. However,

if

the volunteers recognize their personal gratification in senring, they will condnue to serve and

perhaps take some ownership of the progams themselves. It is important to remember that
this is especially true

if the modvadon is altruistic in nature. A person volunteering to gain

career skills or to work through a difficult time in

ther life, mav move out of the organization

when theu own goals have been achier.ed. This is not wrong of them, but should be
anticipated by an asrute leader.
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Volunteer Suouort
One important aspect of retaining r.,olunteers is volunteer support. The volunteers in
this sttrdy confi.rmed what other studies had demonstrated (IJPS, 1998). A volunteer's concepr

-of how his or her time is used by the organization
became important to them over time.

think of

a

and how the programs are organized

A leader recognizes this important issue. It is easv to

voluflteer as havrng nothing better to do, or free help, but the volunteers recognize

that they have made a choice to spend their time at this agency for a specific purpose. They are
urhat Wilson (1976) referred to as "unpaid

staff' hS. 16).A

leader's responsibiJity to paid and

unpaid staff is the same. It is important that each person feel he or she is making an imporant

contribution to the ovetall goals of the organization. Progtam planning, long or short term,
and awareness of the time commitrnent permits the volunteer to participate where he can be

most successfi.rl.

To determine if there is a way in which

a leader could use a person's

motivation to

retain him, it would also help to poll those who no longer serve. By assessing thefu initial

motivation for volunteering and then asking direct questions of rvhy they no longer volunteer,

it may be possible to determine if there is a way to presenre

a

volunteer that would otherwise

be lost. Attrinon is to be expected in any job or volunteer situation. Time and health are the

two greatest factors contribuung to the loss of

a

otgaruzadon can control flJPS, 1998). However,

volunteer, and those are issues that no

if there were away to determine why a

volunteer chooses to leave, it would be helpful to the org ntzation to learn if there is
something they can do to stop the erosion of their volunteer base.

It should

be noted that not

a1l

attrition is *'bad." Volunteers mav not have the right

abilities or motivadon for a specific job or even for an agencv. An indiuidual, rvho is primanly
modvated by the protectiae function, ffiay need more help and attention than the organizauon is
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capable of providing. This person may be redirected to a volunteer oudet rvhere their

responsibilities will not include contact with clients, but where thev can feel as if they are

contdbuting. This may allow an individual to receive the psychological value thev need to
receive for themselves, without putting others at dsk. In these sinrations, a leader needs to be
wise and sensitive, experdy allowing the potential volunteer to maintaur their diprqu while
preseruing the standard of both the progtam and the agencv.
\Wilson (1976) believes that

plac*g, volunteer "in

a suitable, well-deslgned

job" is a

rewarding experience for the Volunteer Cootdinator (pS. 131). The best way to do this is with
an in-depth, personal interview, before the person begins their sen ice. This mav be a time-

consumiflg, but productive u/ay of limiung the number of people who are "just flot the

fit" for an organizadon. The leader will b"gt, to recognize what motivational

"Sht

characterisdcs are

best met in their otgatarzation and place people in the job most Iikely to keep them motivated.

Volunteer Aooreciation
Does the way an orgaflrzation shows it appreciauon for the volunteer influence the

volunteer to condnue to serve. The statement, "I teceive a',vards and recogrution for my
volunteer urork" was afl attempt to study tlus question. Etghtv-.ight percent of those urho
answered this question rated this at not at all accurate or rmportant as a motivation for their

beginning or contrroirg to volunteer. This response mav be the result of people who
success and recogrution

done.

see

in the accomplishing of the task and not in being praised for a job well

It may also suggest that for this sample

and possibly for volunteers in general, rewards

and recogrution are not as important as thev ate often thought to be.

Ag*

this may be the

result of self-motivated people or people who do not think that receiving awards or

recognition is the correct answer.
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A better way to evaluate recognition and its influence on volunteers mrght be to ask
"what ate the most important activities we can do to support and retain you as a volunteer"?,

ot "A good way to receive recognition for my volunteer work is..."

If a leader

determines what the group of volunteers at her agency regards

as

recognition then proper plans could be made to show meaningful appreciation and support to
the volunteers. This question was

flot addressed specifically rn this questionnarre. In fun:re

studies, this should be assessed. IvIy findings may suggest that rvhjJe many volunteer

coordinators spend much time and money finding creadve ways to say "thank you" to their
volunteets, this may be uflnecessary. This activity could be replaced by merely recoundng
success achieved by the entire orgurttzation owing

th.

to their faithful volunteer senice and

reinforcing how volunteering demonstrates their values, understandurg or personal farth. It is
important for the leader to recogmze what the group of volunteers in the agency considers
appreciation, and then supply that mea*irgful appreciation.
Program Length
Is

it easier to retain volunteets if the ptograms

are short term? From the responses to

the open ended questions it did appear that program length was a factor in retarning volunteers

-at VEAP. Seasonal ptogtams and holiday meal delivery are the shortest programs there and
twenW-five of the tespondents, or thfity percent worked in those areas. Driver was the number
one job done by this gtoup of volunteers, but this is also a job where they can choose how

often th.y want to be scheduled. This glves them control of their time comrnitment, allowing
them fteedom to volunteer or not to volunteer according to their schedule.
Statements seventeen and eighteen of the questionnaire also showed that program

length was important to sixry-four percent of the respondents. Because people responded
almost equallv to these two statements, about program length it is possible they appreciated
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berng able to do the "same thing" over time. This may indicate that

th.y discovered work that

th"y were comfortable qrith and enjoyed doing. Length of program and freedom to choose
their schedule seem to be factors affecting the volunteer's choice to condnue or not condflue
to volunteer. Both of these became more important as teasons to condnue to volunteer, udth

program organization becoming evefl more important as a reason to continue volunteering,
beyond evefl personal faith.

Volunteer's Woffh
The final item that was to be investigated in this snrdy was the relationship benreen
motivation and how a persofl values theit volunteet wotk. This problem was not btoached at
all by any of the statements in the questionnaire. Because many people responded to the
statements,

ua/ues

it appears to indicate that expressing their personal values was equivalent to their

perception of their value as

a

volunteer. Though there is no real data to support this

suppositiofl, one woman, who did not answer any of the questions, wrote a response that

implies this association.
She sard she began volunteedng after her mother "passed away and

we had spent togethet
prutectiue

t

I missed the time

]. I hoped volunteering would help fill this void." This would be the

function of volunteering; ways to escape some of het owfl troubles and to work

through some of her o\r/n problems. She goes on to say, "Being of 'help' somewhere in my life
has always been important. \When

I am a 'help', I feel rnost content. I hoped to meet and work

urith people who had this same desire to be of 'help."' This woman viewed herself as a helper
and those she rvorked unth in the same way.It appears that volunteering would be

a

way for

her to broaden het social base also. Though no conclusion can be made benveen motivation
and how

a

volunteer values their rvork from this one person, it does speak to the "calling" that

volunteers exhibit in their service.
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Anolication
Generalizing from this study to other volunteer agencies is possible in a limited wa1,. In

-social agencies, in the Midwest,

this gtoup is probahly representative of who volunteets and

why and where they choose to volunteer. The ualaet, understandingatd personalfaith are firnctions
that might be expected. \Mhether these same motivations rvould be similar in other regrons and
areas of America or

in differeflt types of organtzations in the Midrvest canflot be determined

ftom this study. However, the Volunteer Functions Inventory was developed to be used rn all
types of volunteer organizations. Therefore using it in other srnradons should result in

determination of the motivation of those volunteers. The developers of the

VFI

tested the

validity of the test on a cross-secdon of volunteers. These volunteers provided senrices to
ch-ildren, families of cancer padents, social and public health clients, physically handicapped as
urell as blood services and disaster telief. Regardless of the area they served, their responses to
the

VFI demonstrated that the test was reliable in any volunteer situaton (Clary et al.,

1998).

Houi volunteers are recognized ot rewatded may not Uaverse orgaruzanonal groups or
ages.

Each organszational culture may have different expectadons, rvhich the volunteers

assimilate as the correct wav to receive appreciation. Agarn, the leader becomes an important
agent in acknowledgrng how best to meet the reward expectadons of each volunteer situation.

It is necessary to ask quesuons, and confi.rm what volunteers believe is the "right" way to be
thanked or appreciated. There are different u/'avs to do this that become part of the culrure

of

the organizadon, a ttadinon that urutes volunteers and staff as thev recognize the value of their
sen ice

to the organization and to the clientele.
Time and scheduling are issues urith many people. IrJot only did people want their time

used ludiciouslv rvhile they were volunteering, but they had to choose where the1, would

expend the time they rvere willing to volunteer (IJPS, 1998). Any organization can benefit from
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learning how to arrange programs and schedules which will allow many people the opporronit)'
to volunteer on theu own time schedules. This may include shorter times of sen-ice; fot
example, two-hour shifts instead of four.

It may meafl setting a minimum or maxunurn

number of hours to volunteer, but allouring the volunteer a flexible schedule which they can
estab]ish themselves. Time use and scheduling managemeflt is something each organization
can develop for their o\r/n program and their own volunteers. The effort to retain volunteers

by recognizrng their individual needs conceming schedule and time management may be the
most important recogrution an organizadon can make for their volunteers.
Resoonse Rate

--

It is important to mendon that fewer people responded to the second part of the

questionnaire regarding their motivation for continuing to volunteer. The logrcal conclusion

for this would be that they no longer volunteer at VEAP. The questionnaire was sent to

a

group of people who had volunteered at least one dme in the past three vears, but there was
no specific question to determine if they'were still volunteering at VEAP. Of the nifleteen
people who did complete the second part or orl,v parts of it, the teason given most often fot

not volunteering was a health or age problem. One person rvrote, "Ag.- (80) physical
problems only doing simple thrngs (mailings)." This person was sdll volunteedng, but not

doing the driving that in the past, he or she described as "real exciting helping and meeting
those in needs [sic]-to old for that now." Four of them responded that they were volunteering
at other places, but did not say where. Th*)'also did not include rvhy they no longer

volunteered at VEAP.
One issue for a leader is that volunteers have long memories. As the negauve respoflse
about the extra meetings rndicated, this volunteer remembered what she did not like though
happened "some time zgo."

It

seems to be valuable
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for

a leader

to be aware of possible

it

negatrve expenences of a voluflteer. Though this single incident may seem rr-rsigruficanq

a

leadet needs to be aware that not only is it not forgotten, but could be a source of trouble rn

a

particular volunteer or group of volunteers. Encouaglng a.i,olunteer to express theu opinion
or problem, pr{r'atelv, with the leader might assuage their aflger. Knowing thev rvere heard mav
be all that is needed to make the volunteer release their anger or direct

it toward impror.ing th.

srtuanon.

The latge number of responses from these volunteers should also be addressed. The

eighty-four people who took the time to retunr the questionnaire was extraordinary. In this
study, it was important that so many responded because of the limited number

questionnaires originally seflt. This

lrrg.

of

response mav be the result of the interest of the

volunteers to tell what they do and why th"y enjoy doing it. Additionally, it may indicate their
overall positive regard for the VEAP organization and the service provided by the agency.

l\{uch of the literature fN{oore, 1985; Clary et. al, 1998; Wilson, 1976; EIIis, 1986; Schern, 1980;
Eden

& I{innar,

1991) recognized that

if a person

experiences fulfi.llment in their urork,

th.y

were happier individuals and stayed in their posiuon longer. The large number of responses
along \rdth their encouraging amirude may indicate

^

group of people happy and content irr

ther work, psvchologicallv fulfilled and willing to continue to serve.
The attirudes and rvilLngness to give and to help rvas indicated on the questionnaires
themselves. Iv[any people wished me good luck rvith mv srudy although they did not know me.

Others wrote just a simple "Your welcome" after my Thank You at the end of the
questionnaire. Are these just an exemplan gtoup of volunteers, or do they portray all
volunteers eve{/ where? That is impossible to know, but in mv personal experience wrth
volunteers, I beJieve these people represent volunteers across America.
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Next Time
$ilhat would make this a better studv? How would I change it

if I were to do it again?

It would help to have the tespondents in a setting whete answering the questions was
mandated. Clary, et al., (1998) had this advantage. Limiting
a

th. length of the questionnai'e

was

problem also. Try*S to include as mafly statements and questions as possible, without

over-whelming the recipients, fnrstrated some attempts to be thorough. Relvrng on an

individual's interest in answ"ring the questionnaire Jrmited both its length and its scope. Of the

fifty-six percent who did respond, none of them answered everv question, but this should be
expected in any such lnquuy. Those who responded to just part of the srudy demonstrated

thet willingness to participate to the best of their understanding.

If the questionnaire

had been distributed at the site as part of the volunteer's assigned

work there possibly would have been

a higher percentage

of complete responses. However,

this would have precluded those who no longer volunteer. This would also have implied
certain control or force by \rEAP. In that case, even

if the questions were all completed

a

the

validrty of the respoflses might be compromised.

As noted earlier, if it had been possible to administer the quesdonnaire in petson, th.
results might have had more depth because thev rvould be "forced" to respond to all the
statements.

In this siruadon, it urould also have been possible to include more of the ongtnal

VFI statements. One purpose of the origrnal five statements for
for cross-validation and creating

a more

each of the six functions was

valid scale. I belier.e many people onl,y responded to

the statements that they thought were representative of them, or that thev believed were
relevant. The findings may have been different

if the,v had

responded to each statement, even

on the shortened questionnaire. I\'Iany people onl,v responded to the
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ua/aes

statements and the

demographi. information. A few more included the faith statements, but had no response to
any of the other statements.

In addition, a question should have included on how long thev had sen.ed at VEAP.
Though this did not seem relevant before the study, it became relevant during the analrsis.
AIso, though question number twenty-two asked for therr reasons for no longer volunteering
at VEAP, there was no direct question conceming

if they

were or were not still volunteering.

If this had been included with question twenty-tu/o as a supplemeflt, it may have been possible
to ascertain how many of this group was flot volunteefug, evefl if they did not glve a reasofl.
One thtng that may have improved this snrdy is with the quesrionnake. The middle
number, in tlus case *rree, should indicate "neither agrees or disagrees", and not just a part

of

the scale between not importaflt and very important. This change might have encouraged
more insight and more responses by allowing them to demonstrate that the items they chose

not to respond to, were in fact items in which th"y had no opinion. The origrnal VFI had
scale

a

of one to seven and no reference to the meaning of the middle number. This study

followed that pattem, but only used the one to five scale to encourage participation. I believe
that by hrniting both the number of statements for the respondents to consider, and not
assigning a meaning to the middle number some clarity was lost.

Future Studieq

A possible future study, which mav cCImplement this one, would be to investigate the
motivation of those who no longer volunteer at VEAP along with specific questions on why
they discontinued therr volunteer serv'ice. In this wat, it mav be possible to determine

motivation and how

a

if

volunteer sees their value to the organizadon are important for retaining

volunteers. This srudy would be of value to anv organlz^tion that loses volunteers for

unknown causes.
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Nthough Freeman (1994 indicated that denominations ot the faith communi.y* might
contdbute to a person's choice to volunteer, this study did not reveal that, Greeley (1997)
noted that voluntarfi serrice was related to specific denominad.ons. The discrePancv between
the litetature and the findings in this study could be the result of the wording of the statement
regarding the faith community. "My faith communitr exPects me to volunteer" may indicate

manipulation on the part of the church. Changrng the wording may produce a more positive
response to this statement. Perhapr

"My faith communiry values those who selve

as

volunteers." Further study on this question mrght include diffetent areas of the country and

a

determination o f individual relig'ious backgrounds.

In addition, faith may need to be considered
the

ualaes

a possible

funcdon not demonstrated in

compoflent of the VFI. Longer and broader studies may show faith does not

function as a modvadon, but they may also demonstrate that farth is a valid element of
motlvatl0n.
Summarv
The VFI was developed for three basic purposes. The first purpose was to recruit

-

people by appealing to their own psychologrcal functions. Studies of the motivation of those

who no longer volunteer may show additional areas of appeal to potential volunteers, but for
nou/

VEAP should concentrate on values, understandurg and petsonal faith as ways to appeal

to future volunteers.
\Mhen recruiting volunteers in a church setting, it may be better to appeal to them for

their personal expression of faith rather than as part of their religious argautz tion. The hugh
positive response to this category definitely urdicated that personal faith was a determinant in
volunteering. \Yhether this response is the result of the age of the volunteers in tlus study, or
this particular area of the countrry can not be determined. Horvever, church aftendance may be
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a

frrth and his choice of denominanon

way that an individual expresses his personal

is an

example of where he feels he can best express that faith.

A

second purpose of the development of the

VFI was to

assist

in the qualin' of

expedence for the volunteer by understanding their motivation for volunteenng. A volunteer's

satisfaction with their volunteer service is related to the functional relevant benefits thev would
receive. This petson-sinration fit would support the volunteer's undedying function and

contribute to the volunteer's feeling of success and value. It is assumed that voluflteets at

VEAP found thet personal motivational
Their

aalues, understandingand expression

needs were being met by their volunteer activity.

of theirprrsonalfaith were confirmed in their volunteer

experience. Further study of those who no longer volunteer and why should reveal

if they were

teceiving functionally irelevant benefits.

The third application of the functional approach indicated that matching the plans and
goals of indrviduals and helping them achieve those goals would ptedict their continued

participadon as a volunteer. This would seem to be indicated by the large number of people
urho responded to the questionnaire and the apparent satisfaction most of them found in their

work. The addition of a question about theu length of semce would conf,rm this.
One final note about studyrng volunteers. Any stud,v about volunteers and
volunteering is limited because it is dependent on "self-reportmg" $Vilson, 2000). Because of
this, it is impossible for the researcher to knorv

goirg the "right"

if the volunteer has been totally truthful or is

response. Bok (1989) clarifies thrs idea,

Human beings can be subjected to every scrutiny, and reveal much
about themselves; but the1, san never be entirely understood, simultaneouslv
exposed from every perspective, completelv tJansparent either

to

themselves

or to other persons. Th"y are not only unique but unfathomable. (pg. Z1)
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Appendlx
Volunteer Functions Inventofl,
Using the 7-point scale below, please indicate how important or accurare each of the
following possible reas-ons for volunteering is for you in doing volunteer work at this
organization. Record your answer rn the space flext to each item.

I{otatallrmportant/ 1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremelyrmportant/
Accurate fot

you.

Accurate for vou.

1.V
can
me
foot rn the door at a
2. it{v friends volunteer.
3. I am concerncd about those less fortunate than
f.
4.
I'm close to want me to volunteer
5.

\'olu

makes me feel

I know share an interest in

6.

sefl,tc(]

No matter how bad I've been
8. I am genuurelv concemed about the particular

7.

9. By

10.

where I'd like to work.

rne to

about it.

Iam

volunteering,I feel less lonely

I can make new contacts that

business career

volunteer work relieves me of some of the
over
more fortunate than othcrs
12. I can leam more about thc cause for which I am
13. V
lrlcreases
self-estccm/
14. V
allows me to
a ncw
on
15. \'olunteenng allows me to explorc difterent c{ecr options.
1 6. I feel
toward
rn need.
17. Others with whom I am close place a hrgh value on communiq,- service.
18. V
lets me lerm
drect "hands on"
19. I feel it is
to
others.
11

20.v
2i.

\'

22.

I cr:n do

23.v

me work throu

wiil

mY

own

me to succeed in
for a cause that is

to mc
I know bcst

activrn'to thc
from
own troubies

ts an

24.V
lSa
25. I cm lerm how to deal rvith

S,

choscn

a

vanew

of

26. \rolunteenng makes qlc tccl nceded
27. Vol
makes mc feel bctter about
28. V
will look
on
?9.V
lSa
to make new fnends.
()wn
30. I can

resumc.
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12 3 4 5
123156i
12 3 4 5
1234567
123456i
12 3 4 5
1234561
1,2 3 4 5
123 4 5
12 3 4 5
1231567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1?34567
12 3 4 5
1?34567
12 3 4 5
1234567
1234567
123 4 5
1234561
1234561
1234561
't234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

61
6 i
61
6 7
6 7
61

6

7

67
6

7

6
6

7

7

Appendix
March 10, 2002
Dear VEAP Volunteer,

Let me introduce myself. I am a graduate student in the Leadership program at Augsburg
College and your assistance is needed in helping me understand "why people volunteer and
continue to volunteer''. The responses I receive from this questionnaire will be the basis of my
master's thesis and assist VEAP in assessing its volunteer program. For over fifteen yearsr I have
actively volunteered in different areas. I have several responsibilities at my church, worked with the
Minnesota Lynx, the \{IVCA in St. Paul, and Memorial Blood Center of F'linnesota. My experience as
a volunteer and a leader of other volunteers has guided me in the choice of my thesis project.

There has been a lot of study on why people choose to volunteer, but not on why people
continue to volunteer. I am hoping you will help me gain information on that subject. Because you
were chosen randomly from a list of VEAP volunteers, your response is critical to the accuracy of
this study.
By now, I hope you have received a card from VEAP asking you to pafticipate in this study.
VEAP has generously offered to be my source for volunteers and anticipates using the information
as they plan for the future. You were chosen for this study because you have volunteered at VEAP
at least one time in the past three years.

Even if you no longer volunteer or do not plan to volunteer in the future, your answers
are vital to this study. Answer the questions regarding why you began volunteering, and Question
#ZL, then go to Question # 22 and give your reasons for no longer volunteering. This is important
to the study, giving us clues as to why people do not continue to volunteer. Those of you who
volunteer regularly please answer all the questions except Question # 22. Everyone should
answer the demographic questions, and return the questionnaire in the envelope provided.
There will be no risks or direct benefits to you for your pafticipation in this study, Your
participation is voluntary and your answers will be confidential. By answering and returning the
questionnaire, you are giving your consent to participate in this study. There is no way to identify
any person with any questionnaire. To insure that your answers will be included in the results,
please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped envelope by IINSERT DATE HERE].

The final demographic questions are also important in determining the accuracy of the
study and taking into account factors that other research has shown to be very impoftant. Please
answer all of the questions completely, but if there is a question that you prefer not to answer just
omit it and please complete the rest of the questions. There are no right answers only your
answers. If you have any questions about this study please feel free to call and leave a voice mail
for me at 612 [rcc<-rcou] or my advisor, Dr. Garry Hesser at 612 330-rccc<. We will be the only ones
who will ever see the completed questionnaires.
Thanks so much for helping to create a better volunteer experience for you and for others.
Sincerely,
Nancy A. Hudson
PS. If you would like a summary of our findings when the study is completed, just contact me at
the telephone number above or ask for a copy from the VEAP office.
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Appendlx
IRB Approved Communicadon
Dear VEAP Volunteer:

In the next week you should be receiving a letter from Nancv Hudson who is a
graduate student at Augsburg College. Nancy is dorng research for her ltlasters and has
asked VEAP to participate. She has asked if VEAP volunteers rvould be willing to complete
a questionnaire about their volunteer experiences at VEAP. We rvould encourage you to
participate, but please understand this is totally voluntary. VEAP does not give out
information on names and addresses of volunteers, so all the mailings will come from
VEAP.
Thank you for yoff help with this project! Anv questions, please callJamie at 952888-xxxx
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Appendix

VFI Scorecard
Volunteer #
Continue Volunteering

First Began Volunteering

VFI

Career

ltem
Response

1

VFI

10

Career

ltem
Response

+

1

10

Sum

Sum

VFI

Social

ltem
Response

VFI

16

2

Social

ltem
Response

+

2

16

Sum

Sum
VFI

Values

ltem
Response

J

VFI

B

Values

ltem
Response

+

I

J
+

Sum

Sum

VEAP

Vol.

ltem
Response

'lB

4

VEAP

Vol.

+

ltem
Response

4

18
+

Sum

Sum

VFI Enhancement

5

VFI Enhancement

13

5

13

Response

+

Response

Sum

Sum

VEAP Org

Item 6 15
_+_ =

VFI Protective ltem

Response
Sum

7g

VFI Protective

Item

11

ltem 7

ResPonse

Response
Religious

Item 6 15
_+_ =

VEAP Org

Response

Religious

19

Response

Item
Response

I

-+11

=

Sum
19

Sum

Sum

VFI Understand ltem

12

VFI Understand ltem

14

12

14

+

Response

+

Response

Sum

Sum

VEAP Prog.Len ltem

17

VEAP Prog.Len ltem

21

17

Sum

Sum
Leadership

Item

20

21

+

Response

+

Response

Sum

Leadership

Response

Item
Response

20

Sum

Sum
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RETAINING VOLUNTEERS
You are invited to be in a research study of why people volunteer and continue to volunteer. You wer
selected as a participant because you have volunteered for VEAP at least once in the past three year
This study is being conducted by Nancy Hudson a graduate student at Augsburg College. Your
responses will be utlized by VEAP as they assess their volunteer program and be the basis for my
Master's thesis in the Leadership Program. By answering and returning the questionnaire, you are
giving your consent to participate in this study. Even if you no longer volunteer at VEAP or do not plar
to volunteer in the future your answers are important to this study. Please answer all the questions
completely, but if there is a question that you prefer not to answer, just omit it and please complete th
rest of the questions.
Please return the questionnaire by April ,0ft . THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.
ln the LEFT COLUMN think back to when you first began to volunteer at VEAP. How important
or accurate are the following statements in describing your reason(s) for beginning to volunteer.
Circle the number which best represents your feelings at that time.
1 means not at all accurate or important, 5 means extremely accurate or important.
ln the RIGHT COLUMN indicate why you continue to volunteer at VEAP. How important
or accurate are the following statements in describing your reason(s) to continue to volunteer.
1 means not at all accurate or important, 5 means extremely accurate or important.

[f you no longer volunteer at VEAP or do not intend

to volunteer in the future, please
go to question # 22 atler completing the first column.l
1 means not at all accurate or important, 5 means extremely accurate or important.
I FIRST began volunteering at I CONTINUE to volunteer at

VEAP because

VEAP because:

tlot
I

1. Volunteering can help me get my foot in the door

ata ace where I would like to work,
2,..[{fv lrlg1.qs

yolunteer"

.

3. I am concerned about those less fortunate

than myself.
4. I receive awards and recognition for my volunteer
work.

5 Volunteerlng. makes me fee lim
6: MY time is not wasted VEAP

nt

7. No matter how bad I've been feeling, volunteering
makes me feel better.
8. I am genuinely concerned about the particular
group I'm
volunteering I feel less lone ly.
-.9,..8y
10. I can make new contacts that might help my
business or career.
1 1. Volunteeri
rsawa to express my personal faith.
12. I can learn more about the cause for which I am
1 3. Volunteering increases
self-esteem
14. Volunteerlng allows me to gain a new
perspective on things.

I

mpodrnl

12345
12345
12345
1

2

1

2

1

2

J

234s

12345
1 2 3
12345
12345
1
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I

mpo.t.nl

I

mPdrIl

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

J

4

5

3

4

5

12345

123
123

V.ry

Hot

mpodenl

2345

4

5

4
4

E

4

5

4

5

4

5

12345
1

2

2345

5

12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
2345

1
1

2345

12345

Augsburg College
Lindell LibrarY
Minneapolis, MN 55454

12345

12345

15. The programs are well organized

1 means not at all accurate or important, 5 means extremely accurate or importan
I FIRST began volunteering at I CONTINUE to volunteer at
VEAP because.
VEAP because
Noa

I,ioa
I

16. People I am close to want me to volunteer
17. I enjoy volunteering for short periods of tlme
18. I enjoy being able to do the same type of work
over a long period of time
19. My religious community expects me to volunteer
h and useful
20
trainin was tho

Dpo.l.H

I

mpffrnt

I

hpo.t

12345
12345
12345
2345
2345

r

hpfrl

il

123

4

5

2

J

4

5

1

2

J

4

5

1

1

2

J

4

5

1

1

2

3

4

5

21. Describe briefly what was the most valuable and useful part of your training

Describe briefly what was the least valuable paft of your training:

22. lf you are no longer volunteering at VEAP, what are your reasons

AREA(S) tN WHTCH I CURRENTLY VOLUNTEER OR HAVE VOLUNTEERED AT VEAP.

Please circle the answers that best describes you:

AGE:
1B-25

36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75

SEX:

EDUCATION:

INCOME

Male

h School Graduate

$20,001-40,000
$ 40,001-70,000

Coll
Graduate/p rofessional degree

$70,001-100,000
$100,001-150,000
$1 50,001-200,000
$200,001 or above

75+

Thank you for your help
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